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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Project Background 
 
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the Australian aid programme, through the Department 
of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), jointly fund the Nuku’alofa Urban Development Sector 
Project (NUDSP). The NUDSP is a multi-sector urban development project that is expected to 
contribute to Tonga’s sustainable economic development by improving the standard of living in 
Nuku’alofa. The outcome of the project will be effective, efficient, and sustainable urban services.  
 
Project outputs are: 

 
(i) Output 1 – Strengthened policy environment for delivery of urban services: 

The project will strengthen the policy environment for delivery of urban services 
in Tonga by (a) building capacity within Planning and Urban Management Agency 
(PUMA) to develop urban planning and management policies and to implement 
the Strategic Planning and Management Act for improved planning and 
coordination of urban services and urban infrastructure development; (b) reforming 
Tonga Water Board (TWB) and Waste Authority Limited (WAL) tariffs for 
recovery of water supply and solid waste services operations and maintenance 
costs; and (c) mandating the development and implementation of urban 
infrastructure asset management plans. 
 

(ii) Output 2 - Effective, efficient, and sustainable water supply services in 
Nuku’alofa: The core subproject will (a) increase the water production at the 
Mataki’eua Tongamai wellfield; (b) increase the raw water storage capacity; (c) 
improve the management of the water supply network through the creation of 
supply zones and improved bulk supply metering; (d) reduce unaccounted-for- 
water (UFW) from the current level, estimated at about 50% to less than 25%; (e) 
develop consumer water meter replacement policies and replace defective 
consumer meters; and (f) revenue collection, billing, and financial management 
capacity. 

 
(iii) Output 3 - Sustainable solid waste services in Nuku’alofa: This core 

subproject will assist WAL to improve its service delivery to the residents of 
Nuku’alofa by: improving waste disposal operations at the Tapuhia landfill, 
improving and expanding solid waste collection services, and strengthening 
financial management capacity in WAL. 

 
(iv) Output 4 - Other municipal services within Nuku’alofa: Other municipal 

services will be improved through the implementation of selected high-priority 
urban infrastructure components identified in the Urban Infrastructure Development 
Plan (UIDP) and the National Infrastructure Investment Plan (NIPP) (candidate 
subprojects) and could include upgrading of sanitation, construction of drains, 
upgrading of roads, and replacement of overhead power lines with underground 
electricity cables. Candidate subprojects will be selected in accordance with the 
criteria and due diligence requirements and approved by the project steering 
committee (PSC) and Asian Development Bank (ADB). 

 
(v) Output 5 - Raised community awareness of municipal services: The project 

will raise community awareness of municipal services issues such planning and 
development consent requirements, household responsibilities for managing solid 
waste (reduce, recycle, re-use), and public health benefits of safe waste handling 
and disposal. The project will improve customer complaints mechanisms in TWB 
and WAL, and conduct public consultation on service standards, water 
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conservation and demand management. The community awareness programs will 
also highlight the responsibilities of the Nuku’alofa community as beneficiaries of 
urban services such as the need to pay for services. Women’s groups and 
community associations will be consulted and encouraged to participate in urban 
planning and design issues. 

 
(vi) Output 6 - Effective project management: The project management unit (PMU), 

supported by project implementation assistance consultants will provide project 
design and supervision, monitoring, reporting, quality and cost control, screening 
and preparation of resettlement plans, and initial environmental evaluations for 
candidate subprojects, contract administration services and monitoring of the 
gender action plan. 

 

1.2 Environment and Social Unit 
 
A key requirement of the Project is to adhere to the Government of Tonga’s environmental 
regulations and the ADB Safeguards Policy (2009).  To achieve this, the Project Management 
Unit (PMU) formed the Environment and Social Unit (ESU). The ESU is responsible for 
implementing all environmental and social monitoring and reporting processes. The ESU ensures 
that safeguards are integral to all aspects of project works. See Annex A for the Terms of 
Reference for the ESU. 
 
This report is the tenth Bi-Annual Environment and Social Unit (ESU) Monitoring Report to be 
submitted to the ADB. It provides an overview of all activities that have been undertaken in the 
reporting period of July 2018 to the end of December 2018. This period is characterised as a 
recovery time following Tropical Cyclone Gita, which struck on 16th February 2018. Whilst most 
of the direct and immediate infrastructure damage has been repaired, the economic recovery is 
a slower process. The cost of damage was estimated at TOP40.9 million, with 79,556 people 
directly affected and some 3,900 homes completely destroyed1.  
 
During the past six months, a number of new works contracts have commenced to  

• upgrade infrastructure at the Teufaiva Sports Stadium,  

• construct new septage beds at Tapuhia, and  

• construct upgraded sanitation facilities in ten pilot households.  
This has meant the ESU team needed to undertake initial site audits, and work with the contractors 
to ensure they understand their environmental and social responsibilities, and have adequate 
measures in place to mitigate identified risks. 
 
The reporting period has also covered the time of the project preparatory studies being undertaken 
for the proposed new ADB funded project, the Tonga Integrated Urban Resilience Sector Project. 
It is fortunate that this study team included a number of members of the NUDSP team, providing 
continuity of knowledge of the needs of the urban sector, and providing the opportunity to reflect 
lessons learned to date in the design of the new project. This is particularly useful in the 
environmental and social aspects of the work, with ESU team members having direct input in the 
design of the new Gender Action Plan and the environmental and social safeguard aspects of the 
studies. 
 
During this reporting period, the key areas of ESU focus have been: 

• Input into the proposed TIURSP, ensuring that lessons learned can be applied and that 
the new project has a practical and effective means of applying safeguard and gender 
equity principles from the outset; 

• Ongoing site audits to monitor environmental and social safeguards for the TWB wellfield 
development project, including final audits to ensure the contractors have completed all 

                                                
1 Ministry of Health (2018): Health Nutrition and WASH Cluster, Tonga. Tropical Cyclone Gita Lessons 
Learned. 
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obligations; 

• Working with Utilities Board to pass new policies addressing gender equity and child 
protection, which are now effective across Waste Authority, Tonga Power and Tonga 
Water Board; 

• Progressing the film making project, Women of Tonga, finalising last films and planning 
teaching resources to be launched in 2019 

• Liaison with Geology Division of MLSNR to implement regular water monitoring and 
reporting for the Tapuhia Landfill; 

• Site ESU audits for ten households piloting improved sanitation systems, developing 
rapport with beneficiaries and starting conversations about safe WASH practices; 

• Site ESU audit for construction of septage beds at Tapuhia Landfill; 

• Site ESU audit for Teufaiva Stadium contract for upgrade of roads, paths and lighting; 

• Preparation works for monitoring safeguards for TWB-02 zoning project; 

• Ongoing work with legal specialist to strengthen the regulatory framework for improved 
sanitation; 

• Round table meeting with WAL and MEIDECC to discuss current operational risks and 
identify opportunities to improve hazardous waste management in Tonga; 

• Continued work with WAL and MEIDECC to promote the new Environment Management 
(Waste and Litter Control) Regulations 2016, and support implementation efforts. 

 
The ESU team has continued to undertake environmental auditing for contract works, and 
continues with efforts in waste management awareness and the promotion of gender equity.  
The team composition is unchanged since the last reporting period, with a total of 5 members - 3 
members from the PIAC team, and 2 urban planning members from NSPAO. In the team there 
are currently 2 female members and 3 male. 
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Ministry of Finance and 
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Executing Agency (EA) 
Ministry of Lands and 
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1.3 Institutional Arrangements 

 

Project Steering Committee 
(See membership below) 

1.  Ministry of Finance and Planning   (MFP) 

2.  Ministry of Lands, and Natural Resources 
(MLNR) 

3.  Ministry of Environment and Climate Change 
4.  Ministry of Education, Women‘s Affairs and 

Culture (MEWAC) 

5.  Tonga Water Board (TWB) 
6. Waste Authority Limited (WAL) 

7.  PUMA (secretariat) 

National Spatial Planning 

Authority Office (NSPAO) 

Implementing Agency (IA) and 
Project Management Unit (PMU) 
 

Project Implementation 
Assistance (PIAC) 
Coordination Office 

 
ESU 

 

PMU Staff 
assisted 
by PIAC 

Tonga Water 

Board 
Waste Authority 

Ltd 

Project 
Implementation 
Assistance (PIA) 

Technical/ 
Management 

Support 

Project 
Implementation 
Assistance (PIA) 

Technical/ 
Management 

Support 

Community, 
pro-poor and 

gender 
activities 

Core Subprojects Candidate Subprojects 

WAL 
Sanitation 
Subproject 

Project 
Implementation 
Assistance (PIA) 

Technical/ 
Management 

Support 
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The ESU is a team based in the National Spatial Planning Authority Office (NSPAO) with the 
responsibility to ensure all Project activities are undertaken in line with the ADB Safeguards 
Policy Statement (2009). It comprises of staff from the PMU (the National Spatial Planning 
Authority Office, NSPAO) and the Project Implementation Assistance Consultants (PIAC). The 
Terms of Reference for the ESU is attached as Annex A. 
 

2 ESU ACTIVITIES - ENVIRONMENT 

2.1 Introduction 
 
All sub-projects and works under the NUDSP are undertaken in accordance with the:  
(i) NUDSP Environmental Assessment and Review Framework, which ensures that the 

environment is considered an integral component of sub-project assessment and 
implementation processes, and the 

 
(ii) NUDSP Resettlement Framework for ensuring that impoverishment risks are 

mitigated and sustainable livelihood and opportunities are offered to people affected 
by the project. 

 
This Section highlights the ESU oversight of environmental and social risks and opportunities 
during the period of July to December 2018. 
 

2.2 Solid Waste Core Sub-project 
 
Wastewater Treatment 
As reported in the last two ESU Bi-annual Reports, an issue of concern at Tapuhia has been 
the limited capacity of the wastewater treatment plant due to some of the pumps being non-
operational. The replacement pumps have been ordered under the contract package to 
upgrade the septage beds (NUDSP-SHO-2018-WAL11).  The nine replacement pumps will 
be delivered in 2019. A discussion with the WAL CEO in December 2018 revealed that he 
was concerned about the capacity of WAL to install the pumps correctly. It was agreed to 
amend the contract so that WAL staff are provided with technical support to ensure that 
appropriate expertise is in place. As a component of capacity building, WAL staff will work 
alongside the contractor staff in the installation work to ensure the WAL team have a clear 
understanding of the function of the pumps. 
 
A further upgrade of the wastewater treatment plant remains a high priority in the medium 
term, in order to increase the processing capacity as the volume of leachate from the landfill 
and septage treatment beds increases. At this stage, this critical upgrade is proposed as a 
part of the proposed Tonga Integrated Urban Resilience Sector Project (yet to go through 
the approvals process). As a component of improved environmental health, this is an 
important environmental safeguard measure for the site. 
 
Groundwater Testing 
Previously this has been a project area which has been flagged as one of concern. 
Responsibility for groundwater testing was handed over to the Water Resource Section of 
the Geology Division in the MLNR in 2017. However, after some initial rounds of testing and 
reporting, there was no further work undertaken. 
 
The issue was raised in the January to June 2018 ESU report, and was followed up by the 
ADB project officer during the in-country missions in September 2018, and again in 
December 2018.    
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The reason for the delay was that the Geology Division was a key agency in responding to 
Cyclone Gita, particularly within the WASH cluster activities. Staff resources were diverted 
to testing the safety of village, institutional and household water storage systems, damage 
assessments, and coordination of short-term flood alleviation work. 
 
Testing of the groundwater monitoring bores along with treated and untreated leachate 
generated at the Tapuhia landfill resumed in December 2018. The results were written up 
and supplied in a report which is attached as Annex B. The test results gave no cause for 
concern at this time, with no evidence of increasing contamination of the groundwater in the 
area. 
 
The team will continue to test on a quarterly basis, and have scheduled it into their program 
of works for 2019. The work standard and reporting is of a high quality. 
 
 
Hazardous Waste Management 
 
The management of hazardous waste is an area that has been identified by the ESU and by 
WAL as an area that requires improved capacity and operational procedures. As a starting 
point, it was agreed that a discussion be facilitated with both WAL and the Waste 
Management and Pollution Control Division of MEIDECC. The aim of this meeting was to 
share information about current practices, regional policies and resources, and identify ways 
to work together to improve hazardous waste management in Tonga. 
 
The notes from this meeting are attached as Annex C.  The key recommendations are as 
follows: 

1. As part of the operational review at Tapuhia landfill, NUDSP will work with WAL to 
develop draft procedures to manage asbestos, used oil, pesticides, chemical waste, 
vehicle batteries, waste from health or policing sector, mercury and e-waste. 

 
2. Procedures to be approved by Utilities Board and endorsed by MEIDECC (following 

a review period). 
 

3. Infrastructure / equipment requirements to be documented as part of the review, 
including items such as waste oil vessel and safety equipment. Items to be prioritized 
and procurement plan developed with WAL so that equipment can be in place over 
a given time period. 

 
4. Training for waste collection and landfill staff to be implemented as each targeted 

procedure comes into effect. 
 

5. Accompanying awareness plan developed with key messages and target audiences 
defined. Regional resources to be accessed wherever possible. Incorporate 
messages into existing WAL awareness activities in schools, social media platforms, 
and broadcasting activities. 

 
6. Explore options for end of life disposal levies to be charged on import for vehicles, 

tyres and white goods. Review effective schemes elsewhere, regional policies, and 
draft proposal for Utilities Board to consider. If supported, NUDSP to assist in drafting 
new regulations and submission to Cabinet in collaboration with WAL, MoPE and 
MEIDECC. 
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Improving Waste Management Practices in the Community 
Ongoing support to WAL to engage in community awareness and education remains a focus 

of the ESU. The Project engaged a local graphic artist to upgrade the illustrations and 

complete the layout for the school book, Super Sione and Super ‘Ana Clean Up Tonga. The 

book is now at the final draft stage, and the Ministry of Education is working with teachers to 

undertake a final review and ensure the resource is in line with Ministry expectations. The 

aim is not to simply donate books to schools, but to include the book and lesson guides as a 

part of the primary school curriculum. Whilst this process will take some months, the impact 

of the resource will be increased if it can be mainstreamed into the curriculum. See Annex D 

for example pages from the final draft of the book. 

 

With additional funds available in 2019 for waste awareness, particularly for waste 

minimization and recycling, the ESU will work closely with the WAL community team to refine 

their waste awareness plan, and provide support for implementation 

 

2.3 Water Supply Core Sub-project 
 
Well field Development Contract  
In this reporting period, the ESU undertook a further four site environmental monitoring 
audits (audit # 24 – 27) for the TWB-01 contract. These reports are attached as Annex E. 
Audit number 27 was the final site audit for the contract, with all works largely complete. 
 
Reflecting on the extensive site auditing process over this major contract, a key issue is how 
to improve environmental performance when working with contractors with a ‘bare minimum’ 
approach. Throughout the audits, a number of issues were consistently raised, such as poor 
on-site waste management practices, with little or no action taken by the contractor. It was 
agreed that elevating minor issues to formal site instruction letters would be of benefit. It was 
also agreed that the auditing process was instrumental in improving issues such as public 
safety around open trenches, but that for issues clearly viewed as unimportant for the 
contractor, there is a need to link non-compliance to penalties. Overall, the contractor’s 
changing site management staff and the company’s lack of commitment to best practice 
made the environmental auditing process challenging.    
 
Zoning Project 
The TWB-02 project for water zoning in the urban area remains in the early phases of 
implementation due to ongoing delays in procurement by the contractor. This contract will 
be a priority of the ESU in 2019. 
 
Protecting the Water Resource 
The Water Resource Section of the Geology Division in MLSNR has received additional 
testing equipment from NUDSP under the procurement package NUDSP-SHO-2017-
WAL27A-D. All equipment has now been handed over to the Water Resource Section, and 
they will be putting the resources into use in 2019. 
  

2.4 Sanitation Sub-Project 
 
The construction of the new septage beds at the Tapuhia Landfill is now well underway, with 
the first ESU site audit undertaken in December 2018. The report is attached as Annex F. The 
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Contractor is experienced in environmental management and safety, and has put into place a 
high level of safeguards at the site. 
 
The construction of ten pilot household sanitation schemes commenced during this reporting 
period with construction commenced in late 2018. The first audit was undertaken in December, 
with the audit report attached as Annex G. There are some improvements required, 
particularly in site safety. This will be followed up in ongoing dialogue with the contractor, and 
in subsequent site inspections.  
 
Sanitation and WASH awareness materials are currently in the preparation phase, and will be 
piloted with the households receiving the assistance package. 
 

2.5 Sports Infrastructure Sub-project 
The contract for the rehabilitation of Teufaiva Stadium access roads, drainage, sidewalks, 
streetlights and road signs has now commenced. The first site audit was undertaken in 
December 2018, and is attached as Annex H. This contract will cover three separate areas, 
with the first audit covering one of the works areas out of the three. To date there are no issues 
of significance in the works underway. The Contractor has not submitted a Contractor 
Environmental Management Plan, and this is being followed up through the supervising 
engineer. 
 

3 ESU ACTIVITIES – SOCIAL AND GENDER ISSUES 
 
The Women of Tonga film series is nearing completion, with the final editing in process. The 
final activity to complete this work will be a launch event in 2019, and planning is well underway 
for this event. 
 
At the October meeting of the Utilities Board, the WAL CEO presented four policies and two 
codes of conduct that were approved by the Board. These were prepared as a part of the ESU 
gender work, with the focus on ensuring the three workplaces have policies that encourage 
women to join, and improve the retention of women, particularly during times when they have 
a number of competing demands and need more workplace flexibility. The policies and codes 
adopted are as follows:  

• Ethical Code of Conduct 

• Flexible Working Arrangements Policy 

• Maternity Leave Policy 

• Paternity Leave Policy 

• Child Protection Policy and Code of Conduct 
The Child Protection Policy and code are compliance measures for projects receiving funds 
from DFAT, and provides priority to considering the needs and well-being of children within 
the scope of work of the Waste Authority. Copies of the policies and codes of conduct are 
attached as Annex I. 
 

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
During this reporting period, the ESU has continued environmental and social oversight of 
project activities, and development of innovative ways to improve safeguards and social 
initiatives within the project implementing organisations. The following table summarises 
actions for the reporting period, and future priorities. 
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Area Actions Undertaken Focus of Next Reporting Period 

TWB Sub-Project 

Resettlement Planning No actions • Completed  

Environmental 
monitoring of 
construction contract 
TWB-01 

Undertook 4 monthly site 
audits 

• Completed with some minor follow up 
of outstanding issues 

Environmental and 
social monitoring of 
construction contract 
TWB-02 

Contract still to 
commence major works 

 

• No action during this reporting cycle 

WAL Sub-Project 

Environmental 
monitoring of Tapuhia 
Construction Contract 

No further audits • Completed  

Groundwater monitoring Procurement of water 
testing and laboratory 
equipment for Geology 

Procurement complete 
with all materials now in 
country 

Testing round completed 
in December and report 
issued. No contamination 
identified  

 

• Support WAL in remediation of waste 
water treatment system (contract 
signed). Additional technical support 
to WAL in installation of pumps. 

• Ongoing support to Geology to 
continue with quarterly testing and 
reporting 

Hazardous waste 
management 

Initial meeting with WAL 
and MEIDECC to discuss 
challenges and 
opportunities 

• Support WAL to improve operational 
procedures for receival and handling 
of these wastes 

• Sourcing of regional hazardous waste 
training for WAL, and/or design of 
training package in-country, 
emphasising day to day and 
environmental management at 
Tapuhia WMF. 

• Ongoing dialogue with MEIDECC and 
WAL to progress these issues within 
regional framework 

General Waste warriors book 
finalised 

 

• Work with Ministry of Education to 
finalise and include in curriculum. 
Work out resource requirements for 
initial print run and distribution 

• Work with WAL community team to 
plan awareness strategy and resource 
requirements 

• Development of training packages for 
WAL with an emphasis on hazardous 
waste management, improved 
operations and procedures at Tapuhia 
Waste Facility, and social issues such 
as ac ode of conduct, and  providing 
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Area Actions Undertaken Focus of Next Reporting Period 

work opportunities and support for 
women to join waste collection teams. 

Sanitation Sub-project 

Social Construction has 
commenced for 
household sanitation pilot 

First audit completed 

• Regular site audits to ensure 
safeguards are in place 

• Implementation of sanitation and 
hygiene awareness package, 
focussing on women 

Infrastructure Septage bed upgrade 
contract has commenced 
at Tapuhia. 
First site audit completed 

• Ongoing site audits to ensure 
safeguards are in place 

• Support to WAL for the installation of 
WWTP replacement pumps 

Legal Ongoing work with legal 
consultant to develop 
policy direction and assist 
in the drafting of proposed 
regulations.  

• Finalise the proposed legal 
amendments, and support the 
Ministers from MOI and MoH to pass 
the new Regulations. 

Sports Infrastructure 

Teufaiva access 
upgrade 

Contract has commenced. 
First site audit completed. 

• Ongoing site audits to ensure 
safeguards are in place 

• ESU processes for additional 
contracts 

 

Other 

Gender Action Plan Completion of filming and 
editing process 

Planning for final event 

Adoption of gender equity 
policies by Utilities Board 

 

• Complete and launch remaining films 

• Produce USB sticks with all films and 
discussion notes as a teaching 
resource  

• Distribute films and associated 
resources to stakeholders so the 
material can be widely utilised. 

• Final input of gender consultant, who 
will undertake final monitoring and 
reporting on GAP. 

• Provide appropriate training and 
procedures to support women joining 
the WAL teams 
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ANNEX A: ESU Terms of Reference (Updated December 2017) 

INTRODUCTION 

The ESU is a team based in NSPAO with the responsibility to ensure all Project activities are undertaken 
in line with the ADB Social Safeguards Policy (2009). 

 
The ADB recommend that an ESU comprises of a minimum of three members; the Unit Head or 
Chairperson, a Social Focal Point, and an Environmental Focal Point. In the NUDSP ESU, there are 
additional members, as it is seen as an opportunity for capacity building with NSPAO staff.  
 
The current structure of the NUDSP ESU is 6 members. Four are from the Project Implementation 
Assistance Consultants (PIAC); two international and two national. An additional two members join the 
team from NSPAO.  
 
 

CURRENT STRUCTURE / ROLES 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ESU RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
 
The following is a summary of all tasks for the ESU during project implementation:  
 

• Finalisation and implementation of Resettlement Plan for TWB sub-project 

• Environmental monitoring for civil works at Tapuhia Landfill 

• Environmental monitoring for civil works at Tongamai wellfield  

• Environmental and social monitoring for urban water zoning project 

• Support for groundwater monitoring for Tapuhia Landfill (in collaboration with WAL, Geology 
and Environment) 

• Monitoring of the Gender Action Plan and recommending / implementing activities to achieve 
the indicators 

• Assistance with screening and feasibility studies for additional candidate sub-projects 

• Implementation of any further environmental monitoring or resettlement activities for any new 
core sub-projects funded under NUDSP  

 
The ESU has four main roles: 

• Assessment 

• Implementation 

• Monitoring 

• Reporting 
 

ESU Chairperson 

Sonia Chirgwin 

(PIAC) 

Environment Focal Point 

Suliasi Havea (PIAC) 

 

Social Focal Point 

Peti Veikoso (NSPAO) 

Team Members 

Lolo Fotu (NSPAO) 

Monalisa Tuku’afu (PIAC) 

Beverley Jefferson (PIAC Gender) 
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Assessment 

• All new sub-projects must have potential social and environmental impacts identified, 
minimised and mitigated, through Initial Environmental Examination reports and/or 
Resettlement Plans. This work is likely to be undertaken by Project consultants, but ESU may 
play a support role in these activities.   

• In the case of unforseen impacts occurring during implementation, such as a court dispute over 
land use or an environmental incident, the ESU must report this immediately to ADB, and 
prepare a Corrective Action Plan. 

 
Implementation 

• The ESU is responsible for implementing the Resettlement Plan, ensuring all entitlements are 
paid, and that affected persons are kept well informed. 

• The ESU undertakes monthly environmental site audits for any civil works, such as the 
construction contracts at Tapuhia, and at the TWB wellfield development. 

• The ESU plays a key role in implementing initiatives under the GAP to assist with improving 
opportunities for women in urban services, improve urban infrastructure for women, and ensure 
all awareness materials and project initiatives achieve gender balance and address social 
inclusion. 

 
Monitoring 

• The ESU must monitor the implementation of the project Gender Action Plan, and make 
recommendations for how to achieve the indicators. 

 
Reporting 

• Twice a year, a bi-annual EUS Report is prepared and submitted to the ADB, including updating 
all environmental, social and gender activities and outcomes. This is a public report and will be 
disseminated via the ADB website.  
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ANNEX B: Tapuhia Groundwater Test Results – Geology Report 
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1 Introduction 

This report has been prepared for Tonga Waste Authority Ltd. following the completion of the 

quarterly water monitoring conducted 11 December, 2018 at the Tapuhia Waste Management 

Facility, Tongatapu. The monitroing and water quality analysis was undertaken by the Water 

Resources Section (WRS) of the Natural Resources Division (NRD), Ministry of Lands, Survey and 

Natural Resources (MLNR). The purposes of this groundwater monitoring is to; 

 Evaluate if groundwater quality under the Tapuhia landfill is affected by operations at the 
waste facility; 

This report provides the monitoring procedures, results, analysis, conclusions and recommendations 
for the groundwater near the Tapuhia Waste Management Facility.  

The interpretation of the data is theoretical and backed by examples both within the Kingdom and 
abroad. The Ministry, WRS or the author of this document shall not be held liable to any impacts for 
the use of the content of this document. 

2 Procedures 

Sampling and testing procedures were undertaken according to the Standard Operating Procedure 
(SOP) attached in Annex A.  

The primary water quality parameters selected for the testing program are: 

 Faecal coliforms (indicator bacteria for possible pathogenic organisms which are harmful to 
human health) 

 Nutrients (ammonia, nitrate and phosphate) 

All of the above parameters were tested using relatively simple test procedures at the Project office. 
Other parameters tested on-site during the visits to each site were: 

 Depths to groundwater level and base of pipe in the monitoring pipes  

 Electrical conductivity (EC) of the water (a measure of water salinity) 

 Water temperature 

 pH 

All the above-mentioned parameters were able to be tested in this monitor and results were recorded 
and analysed as shown below. 

The results were recorded and compared to the water quality table provided in Annex B and WHO 
water quality guidelines.  
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Figure 1 Shows the Tapuhia Waste Management Facility with the GWM sites. 

3 Groundwater Quality Results 

Table 1: Water Quality Results, Q4 2018 

Date of Sampling 11-December -2018 

Date of Water Quality Testing 11-December-2018 

 

i. Basic Water Chemistry: A TPS meter was used to measure the EC and the Temperature 

while the pH was measured using the pH meter. Depth to Water level was measured 

using the TLC Meter or solinst. 
 

 
Sites 

 
pH 

 
Temperature (C) 

 
Depth to Water 

Level 
(m) 

 
Electrical Conductivity 

(µs/cm) 

Tolerance Limits 6.0-8.5   2500 

GWM 1 7.33 26.6 13.04 689 

GWM 2 7.44 26.3 13.42 770 

GWM 3 7.61 25.8 12.55 674 

GWM 4 7.52 26.1 17.57 591 

GWM 5 8.42 24.8 13.16 606 

GWM 7 7.16 28.1 14.36 950 

GWM 8 7.35 26 13.7 812 

Leachate Plant 
(Untreated) 

7.8 25.7 - 1097 

Leachate Pond (Treated) 9.14 30.00 - 312 
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ii. Chemical Nutrient Test: This test was carried out using the Pallintest photometer. 

 
Sites Nitrate (mg/L) Ammonia (mg/L) Phosphate (mg/L) 

Tolerance Limits 50 1  

GWM 1 1.46 x 10 -2 0.37 1.5 

GWM 2 3.40 x 10 -2 0.81 1.3 

GWM 3 0.74 x 10 -2 0.37 x 10 -2 1.25 

GWM 4 1.52 0.62 0.58 

GWM 5 0.30 x 10-2 0.02 0.53 

GWM 7 0.96 0.58 x 10 -2 0.3 

GWM 8 3.6 0.08 0.52 

Leachate Pond 
(Untreated) 

0.14 0.28 x 10 -2 0.15 x 10 -2 

Leachate Pond 
(Treated) 

0.46 0.15 0.85 

Note: The highlighted values are results after a dilution involved as the concentrations were too high 
for the photometer to read. Dilution factor 1:10. 

iii. Bacteriological Test: Del Agua Kit was used to carry out this test. 

 

Sites E.coli Counts (100mL) 

GWM 1 1 

GWM 2 0 

GWM 3 2 

GWM 4 8 

GWM 5 0 

GWM 7 2 

GWM 8 0 

Treated Pond - 

Untreated Bond 12 

 

 

4    Analysis  
The results from the latest monitoring were all under the water guidelines value, so there is not really 
that much impact on the groundwater in the area. 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 provide graphical summaries of the Ammonia and Nitrate concentrations for 
each monitoring site. Ammonia results varied from zero to low concentrations in this last quarter 
monitoring in December compared to previous high concentrations of ammonia in the treated 
leachate is a result of the anaerobic breakdown of animal and human waste. As for Nitrates, the 
concentrations varied from zero to low concentrations which it could be from possible natural 
occurring leaching. It could be also observed in Figure 3 a drop from the September monitoring to 
the latest monitor for the Nitrates.  

With a general linear trend line represented by the dotted green line, it shows that Nitrates 
concentration is gradually increasing which it could be due to the increase in the rubbish being 
dumped in the area. While Ammonia shows a gradual decrease over the previous monitors from 
2015 to 2018.  
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Figure 2 Ammonia Concentration Test Results from Previous 8 Rounds, May 2015 – 
December 2018. 

 

 

Figure 3 Nitrates Concentration Results from Previous 8 Rounds (May 2015 – December 
2018) 

 

 

Figure 4 shows the Electrical conductivity from May 2015 to present from all GWM 1- GWM 8 and 
the treated and untreated plant. The salinity (measured in Electrical conductivity) of the groundwater 
at all eight monitoring wells remained fresh at all times. The untreated leachate had the highest peak 
from the last monitor but according to this round it has dropped to a normal salinity for limestone 
groundwater with few dissolved ions (Ross, 2008).   
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Figure 4 Electrical Conductivity from monitors May 2015 – December 2018 

 

5     Conclusion and Recommendations  
In comparing to previous testing undertaken from 2014 to 2017, the water quality results taken on 
the 11 December 2017 do not indicate any increase in contamination. To assess the potential 
contamination of the groundwater at the landfill site water quality monitoring and analysis of the 
current groundwater monitoring boreholes should continue quarterly.  

Regular maintenance / mowing of the GWM sites outside the main Tapuhia Area especially GWM 5 
where the accessing road, has really tall bushes making the access to this site difficult.  

For GWM 3, there is an evidence of being impacted by the machines that clear out or spread out the 
rubbish in the landfill. Therefore, it is recommended that the drivers of these heavy machineries 
should be made aware of this GWM location and avoid being impacted OR GWM location signs 
should be renewed and make it more noticeable.  

For GWM 2, it was covered with rubbish and therefore it is recommended to be kept clear of rubbish 
at all times. The Water Resources Section of the MLNR will continue quarterly water quality 
monitoring and analysis of the groundwater monitoring boreholes to identify any contamination and 
the monitoring should be consistent. 
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Appendix A Water quality guidelines  
Groundwater quality is evaluated by examining specific chemical constituents and interpreting the 
observed concentrations.  Table 2 discusses common indicator constituents and how the results 
may be interpreted and has been extracted from the Groundwater monitoring program revision 
report, prepared and reviewed by Philip Ross (Ross, 2008). 

Table 2 Possible indicator variable used in monitoring groundwater for leachate 
presence. 

Core indicators     

PARAMETER Parameter meaning ------------------------------      Possible interpretation     ------------------------------ 

     

Electrical 
conductivity 

Ability of water to conduct 
an electrical current.  This 
is a standard indicator of 
the presence of leachate. 

High (>2000 uS/cm) 
indicates a lot of dissolved 
ions.  This implies 
possible leachate. 

If medium (1000-
2000) might be typical 
of groundwater in 
limestone. 

If low (<1000) 
relatively pure water 
with fewer ions. 

Ammonia 

Formed by anaerobic 
breakdown of wastes.  
Indicates leachate.  Often 
the principle toxic material 
in leachate or sanitary 
waste. 

High (>10 mg/L) - water 
probably toxic to fish. 
Probable severe 
contamination. 

Medium (1 to 10 
mg/L) - Soil leaching 
with mild to severe 
contamination from 
leachate or septage. 

Low (< 1 mg/L) 
probable background 
- natural soil leaching, 

Nitrate 
Oxidised nitrogen.  Present 
in most fertilisers and well 
aerated sewage effluent. 

High (>10 mg/L) - can be 
toxic to babies. 

Medium (3 to 10 
mg/L) - Mild to severe 
contamination. 

Low (< 3 mg/L) 
possible background - 
natural soil leaching, 

Copper 
Common in industrial and 
commercial wastes Toxic to 
algae at very low levels. 

High (>1 mg/L) – off 
flavours and toxicity to 
plants. 

Medium (0.005 to 1 
mg/L) – Toxic to 
plants but not people. 

Low (< 0.005 mg/L) 
possible background - 
natural soil leaching, 

Zinc 

Common metal used in 
many industrial processes.  
Toxic to invertebrates and 
algae at moderate levels. 

High (>1 mg/L) - off 
flavours and mild toxicity 
in drinking water 

Medium (0.05 to 0.5 
mg/L) –toxic to 
invertebrates but not 
people. 

Low (< 0.05 mg/L) 
possible background - 
natural soil leaching, 

PO4 
Primary fertiliser.  Major 
indication of agricultural 
activity. 

Agricultural contamination Stimulation of plants 
Low (< 0.05 mg/L) 
possible background - 
natural soil leaching, 

Chloride 
Component of saltwater 
and leachate 

Indication of saltwater 
intrusion 

Indication of mild 
contamination of 
freshwater 

Freshwater 

Salinity 
Indicator of salt water 
contamination. 

Indication of saltwater 
intrusion 

Indication of mild 
contamination of 
freshwater 

Freshwater 

Bacteria 
Indicates waste 
contamination. 

Significant fouling of 
water.  Unfit for animals. 

 No E.coli present 

Dissolved 
oxygen 

Depleted by microbial 
breakdown of wastes.  
Groundwater may be low in 
DO naturally. 

< 2 mg/L DO may indicate 
presence of both bacteria 
and waste). 

 
> 8 close to 
saturation at warmer 
temperatures. 
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ANNEX C: Hazardous Waste Meeting 

HAZARDOUS WASTE 
Notes from Preliminary Discussion 06/09/2018 

 

  

Waste Authority Ltd, MEIDECC - Environment Department, NUDSP  
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1. MEETING BACKGROUND 

The Nuku’alofa Urban Development Sector Project aims to improve living conditions in the urban area 

through: 

• Strengthened policy and planning for urban services; 

• Effective, efficient and sustainable water supply services; 

• Sustainable solid waste services; 

• Other municipal services (including sanitation, sports infrastructure and waste minimization); 

• Raised community awareness of municipal services. 

Part of project oversight is to ensure that all infrastructure and capacity building occurs within the 

context of environmental and social safeguards. This function is undertaken by the Environment 

Social Unit (ESU) within the Project Management Unit (PMU). 

Within the waste sector, one of the issues that arises in ongoing monitoring and evaluation from the 

ESU, and in feedback from the donor, is hazardous waste management. Lack of policies and 

procedures, and practical management methods creates a risk.  

The aim of this meeting was to start an initial discussion with the key agencies in the regulation and 

management of wastes in Tonga. The aim was to discuss types of waste posing a risk, and potential 

means to reduce this risk. 

In 2019, an additional support package from NUDSP will be provided to WAL to strengthen waste 

services, particularly landfill operations and waste collection. As a component of the landfill 

operations review, it will be timely to assist with strengthening risk procedures for hazardous waste as 

a component of the operational support for 2019. This initial discussion provides the starting point for 

the review process. 

It is also an opportune time to review hazardous waste recycling opportunities due to the Moana 

Taka regional initiative, with Chinese shipping companies potentially providing free shipping services 

to eligible recycling ventures. 
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2. MEETING ATTENDANCE 

WAL Malakai Sika (CEO) 

Lola Tonga (Manager Administration and Special Projects) 

MEIDECC Mafile’o Masi (Waste Management and Pollution Control Division, 

Dept Environment, MEIDECC) 

 

NUDSP Sonia Chirgwin (Waste and Sanitation Advisor) 

   

3. TYPES OF HAZARDOUS WASTE IN TONGA 

Asbestos 

Healthcare waste 

Used oil 

Pesticides 

Chemical waste 

Vehicle batteries 

Waste from health or policing sector (eg rotten meat, tobacco, marijuana) 

Industrial substances (eg paint) 

Mercury (Light bulbs, medical equipment) 

E-waste 

 

4. LEGISLATIVE AND POLICY FRAMEWORK 

In Tonga, the over-arching legislation is the Hazardous Waste and Chemicals Act 2010. This outlines 

very clear responsibilities for manufacture, transport, handling, and storage, with an emphasis on the 

transboundary movement of wastes. The Act allows the Minister, with the approval of Cabinet, to 

pass regulations to effectively implement the Act, including requirements relating to the sound 
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management of hazardous substances, and the operation of waste management and disposal 

facilities. 

To date no regulations have been developed and implemented under this Act. Developing regulations 

specific to a particular waste stream may be a useful tool in the future. 

There is also no national policy on the management of hazardous waste. Again this may be an 

effective starting point to address hazardous waste management in Tonga. 

There are Regional Plans that are of relevance, including the 

• An Asbestos Free Pacific – A Regional Strategy and Action Plan 2011 

• Pacific E-Waste – A Regional Strategy and Action Plan 2012 

• Pacific. Healthcare Waste – A Regional Strategy and Action Plan 2013-2015 

 

5. WASTE STREAMS 

5.1. Asbestos 

WAL have some capacity in asbestos disposal funded externally through other projects. Asbestos was 

handled safely, wrapped and disposed of in the landfill and buried in a trench within the waste mass. 

For larger loads, pre-arranged disposal can occur, using a waste tracking form.  

Key Risks – When asbestos arrives unannounced within a waste load. Lack of equipment, temporary 

storage, or procedure. Lack of consistent methodology for waste tracking and disposal. 

Risk Mitigation – Develop procedure for unannounced arrivals. Also review and update procedure for 

pre-arranged disposal and waste tracking. Procure safety equipment and plastic wrap (to be 

permanently stored at Tapuhia and used in asbestos disposal).  

5.2. Healthcare Waste 

Incinerator is now in place at the hospital. Still under warranty but needing some parts replaced. 

Reported to be functional by MEIDECC. 

Key Risks – Poor segregation at the hospital leading to healthcare waste within general waste. 

Incinerator operational problems (either technical or financial) leading to healthcare waste arriving at 

landfill. 

Risk mitigation – Need to review current practices and analyse the waste coming to the landfill. 

Discuss improvements. Also develop an MOU between WAL and MoH outlining procedure. This can 

include steps for times when landfill is the only disposal option, and the requirements for advance 

notice, deep burial and compaction. 
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5.3. Waste Oil 

Oil companies have the responsibility to export waste oil under supply agreements. Pacific Energy 

supply Tonga Power, with the company taking back used oil as part of the supply agreement. 

However, this does not cover numerous small engineering shops, who currently have no option for 

waste oil disposal. To be in a position to accept waste oil, WAL would need an appropriate storage 

tank on site.  

Key risks – petrochemicals within the landfill can break down the geo-synthetic liner of the landfill 

site, thus impacting the environmental protection measure of the site. There is also a risk that many 

workshops and mechanics are disposing of waste oil into the sea, drains, or onto land, creating a 

cumulative risk to water quality. 

Risk mitigation – Need to review legislation and ensure that workshops are covered. Waste oil storage 

vessel needed for Tapuhia Landfill. Need to explore opportunities for reuse / disposal (potentially 

using the Moana Taka Partnership to fund shipping). Can also explore an import levy on oil to cover 

end of life disposal if oil companies do not take back all waste oil product. Awareness and 

encouragement required for workshops. 

5.4. Agricultural Chemicals 

A similar system to that of oil import is proposed, with suppliers of pesticides responsible for the 

export of the waste. Keneti in MAFFF has been working with FAO on this project. At Tapuhia near the 

septage beds there is an area for triple rinsing of chemical containers, with waste water going into the 

wastewater treatment system. However, ideally farmers should be triple rinsing containers before 

they come to the landfill site, using the residues within the agricultural enterprise.  

Key risks – Unidentified or unused old chemicals coming into the site. 

Risk mitigation – Discuss with MAFFF, and establish working relationship / procedure for unwanted 

agricultural chemicals or empty chemical containers. 

5.5. Chemicals  

The hospital has a good system in place for the storage and disposal of chemicals. However, there are 

no formal storage systems or protocols in place at the landfill. Temporary storage is a priority, as are 

procedures. It would also be useful to have a working partnership with MEIDECC to assist in the 

identification and development of procedures on a case by case basis as hazardous waste is handed in 

or discovered within the landfill site.  

Key risks – Unidentified or unused old chemicals coming into the site. 

Risk mitigation – Develop procedure for unwanted chemicals or empty chemical containers that are 

handed in or discovered at Tapuhia Landfill. 
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5.6. Vehicle Batteries 

There is an existing recycling program in place, with private sector companies such as Gio Recycling 

purchasing batteries, packing them according to Waigani Convention protocols, and exporting them 

for recycling. However, a number of consumers, particularly on the outer islands, still use the 

batteries as anchors, or dispose of them inappropriately. This is an area where an import levy would 

be useful to utilise as a buy-back scheme, and to ensure there are some funds for the safe transport 

of batteries from outer islands. Public awareness is also required. 

Key risks – Pollution from heavy metal leaching of batteries stockpiled in yards, or disposed of in 

illegal dump sites or into the sea. Inappropriate re-use (such as boat anchors) also creating marine 

pollution. 

Risk mitigation – Work with MEIDECC to bring in regulations for an import levy, with funds to be used 

specifically for battery buy-back schemes, transport from outer islands, and community awareness.  

5.7. Waste from health or policing sector  

From time to time, substances need to be disposed of to comply with health or police requirements 

(eg rotten meat, tobacco, marijuana). Often these items are disposed of at the landfill, under 

supervision from the relevant authority to ensure the items are destroyed. In the past, the items were 

often burnt to ensure complete destruction. However, this cannot be allowed under any 

circumstance. The options are deep burial and compaction at the landfill, or destruction in the 

hospital incinerator. 

Key risks – Authorities insisting on burning at the landfill site (as per the marijuana case in 2016), 

creating pollution and risk of landfill fire. Lack of notice ahead of time leaving no opportunity to dig 

burial trench for disposal. 

Risk mitigation – Resources at the gatehouse, such as official letter from Minister of MEIDECC stating 

that burning waste of any type at the landfill is illegal. Development of procedure and liaison with key 

police and health staff to ensure protocols are understood and followed. 

5.8. Industrial substances (eg paint) 

There is very limited industry in Tonga. Hazardous waste cases can be effectively responded to with 

good cooperation between WAL and MEIDECC. Household hazardous wastes such as paints and 

solvents can be disposed of within the existing landfill given the environmental controls in place at the 

site and the very low quantities. This is still standard practice in most landfills in Australia and New 

Zealand, although efforts are made to minimise volumes through targeting specific waste streams 

such as e-waste.  

Key risks – New activity to produce hazardous waste (for example, battery storage systems or solar 

cells a waste product in the future). In the case example of solar cells, the assumption is that there 
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will be a viable recycling industry in place by the time the cells become a waste product. Yet the 

transport costs may be prohibitive. 

Risk mitigation – EIA process does scrutinise waste generation of any proposed development. A 

complementary strategy would be that any supply contract for new solar cells must incorporate a 

recycling / disposal component of any cells to be discarded. This whole of life cycle thinking needs to 

be promoted across Ministries, Public Enterprises, and the private sector. 

5.9. Mercury (Light bulbs, medical equipment) 

In 2018, Tonga ratified the Minamata Convention on Mercury to protect human health and the 

environment from the impacts of mercury. MEIDECC have participated in forums to understand 

target waste streams and access any regional assistance. A bulb eater to destroy CFL lightbulbs has 

been given to Gio Recycling. There is also potential for mercury to be in some medical and 

meteorology equipment. MEIDECC will be working directly with relevant Ministry staff to address 

these issues.  

Key risks – Mercury waste being handed in or discovered at Tapuhia, and staff have no knowledge or 

procedures in place, with mercury landfilled. 

Risk mitigation – Develop procedure, and implement training. 

5.10. E-waste 

E-waste is a growing waste stream of concern, both globally and in Tonga. There is an e-waste group 

that was established to address this issue in Tonga, with GIO Recycling successfully processing and 

exporting containers of e-waste from Tonga. However, the volume of e-waste continues to grow, with 

limited collection or take back schemes in place. 

Key risks – heavy metal contamination from e-waste inappropriately dumped. Increased pollution 

burden within landfill itself as e-waste stream grows over time. 

Risk mitigation – WAL to work with e-waste group and MEIDECC to implement segregation at the 

landfill, appropriate storage, and supply to e-waste recycler. Procedures to be developed, along with 

infrastructure and staff training. 

6. FURTHER PROBLEMATIC WASTES 

In addition to hazardous wastes are wastes that are problematic due to their size, the increasing 

volume of imports, and impact through poor disposal practices. The three key wastes that fall into 

this category are: 

• Vehicles, 

• Tyres, and 

• White goods. 
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In Tonga, this is particularly an issue given the high number of imports of materials that are already 

very low in value, and with limited lifespan. Low cost second-hand vehicles, tyres, and white goods 

are often sent by well meaning relatives, but quickly become waste. 

At a regional level, there is support for the use of end of life disposal levies on import. This provides a 

means to fund disposal, including recycling or export where possible, once the goods reach the end of 

their use. 

The waste levy on imported plastics has been an effective mechanism for WAL to access sustainable 

funding for community service work such as public bins, public toilets, and waste awareness 

programs. However, the proposed levy would operate differently as the funding would be required to 

directly enable collection, recycling and/or disposal of these goods. The fund would need to be 

managed carefully, and quarantined from general operational costs to ensure that funds are available 

into the future. Excess funds could be utilised for community awareness and mobilisation, but only if 

there were sufficient funds for handling of the waste materials. 

It is recommended that NUDSP support WAL and MEIDECC to review schemes in effect in other 

locations, and to draft regulations and a Cabinet submission for one or more of these waste items. 

 

7. SUMMARY OF KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 

7. As part of the operational review at Tapuhia landfill, NUDSP will work with WAL to develop 

draft procedures to manage asbestos, used oil, pesticides, chemical waste, vehicle batteries, 

waste from health or policing sector, mercury and e-waste. 

 

8. Procedures to be approved by Utilities Board and endorsed by MEIDECC (following a review 

period). 

 

9. Infrastructure / equipment requirements to be documented as part of the review, including 

items such as waste oil vessel and safety equipment. Items to be prioritized and procurement 

plan developed with WAL so that equipment can be in place over a given time period. 

 

10. Training for waste collection and landfill staff to be implemented as each targeted procedure 

comes into effect. 

 

11. Accompanying awareness plan developed with key messages and target audiences defined. 

Regional resources to be accessed wherever possible. Incorporate messages into existing 

WAL awareness activities in schools, social media platforms, and broadcasting activities. 
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12. Explore options for end of life disposal levies to be charged on import for vehicles, tyres and 

white goods. Review effective schemes elsewhere, regional policies, and draft proposal for 

Utilities Board to consider. If supported, NUDSP to assist in drafting new regulations and 

submission to Cabinet in collaboration with WAL, MoPE and MEIDECC. 
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ANNEX D: Sample Pages from Final Draft of Waste Warriors Book 
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ANNEX E: Audit Reports for TWB Site Contract 
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Mateki’eua Contract 

Construction Environmental Management 
Monitoring Report # 24: June 2018 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background to this Document 

The Nuku’alofa Urban Development Sector Project is co-funded by the Asian Development Bank and 

the Australian Government (through DFAT), with the support of the Government of Tonga. One of 

the priorities identified to improve the urban environment in Nuku’alofa is to provide assistance to 

the Tonga Water Board to upgrade water supply, production, storage and distribution. 

As set out in the Tonga Water Board Act 2000, TWB is governed by and functions in accordance with 

the Act to provide water supply services for domestic, stock, horticultural, industrial, commercial, 

recreational, environmental and other beneficial uses, in any area in which it may be appointed to 

do so under this Act.The town of Nuku’alofa is currently served from the Mataki’eua and Tongamai 

well fields managed by TWB. 

The bore field for the urban water supply currently comprises 39 wells with 29 at Mataki’eua and 11 

on the Tongamai extension. The current works will provide an additional 12 bores and replace 6 

collapsed bores as well convert all remaining diesel pumps to electrical pumps. Ancillary works will 

include road upgrading and services installation (power and water) as well as the construction of a 

4,000m3 reservoir. During the works, soil contaminated with hydro-carbons will be removed, and 

remediated on site. 

1.2 Site Values 

Site values or qualities which have been identified that require protection at Mataki’eua-Tongamai 

include: 

Ø Groundwater 

Ø Roadside trees, and trees at the new bore sites 

1.3 Environmental Issues 

In undertaking the Mataki’eua Civil Works Contract the following environmental issues need to be 

addressed: 

Ø Unnecessary removal of mature trees and vegetation during road works and new well 

siting; 

Ø Contamination of the groundwater during the works; 

Ø Poor construction waste management; 

Ø Inappropriate sanitary arrangements; 

Ø Poorly implemented soil remediation works; 

Ø Dust generation during roadworks; 

Ø Absence of traffic management during roadworks; 

Ø Excessive noise from construction plant; and, 

Ø Non-compliant health and safety measures. 

1.4 Purpose of this Document 

The purpose of this document is to fulfill NUSDP’s monitoring requirements of the Mataki’eua Civil 

Works Contract –Contractor’s Environmental Management Plan, for the Asian Development Bank.  
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This is the twenty-fourth CEMP monitoring report. The Environment and Social Unit (ESU) of the 

Project Management Unit undertakes these inspections on a monthly basis for the duration of the 

contract period. 

 

1.5 Circulation of this Document - This report is circulated by the NUDSP PMU to the following: 
TWB  -Sione Finau (TWB CEO), Quddus Fielea (Engineering Manager TWB), Nafe Tufui (TWB) 
PMU -ESU Team – Peti Veikoso (Urban Planner), Lolo Fotu (Urban Planner),) 
PIAC - Seventeen Toumoua (Engineer to the Contract), Sonia Chirgwin (Waste Management Advisor), Suliasi 
Havea (Environmental Specialist) 
Contractors – Ghao Dong, Daniel Zhao (CCECC) 
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MATAKI’EUA CIVIL WORKS CONTRACT 
CONSTRUCTION ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT MONITORINGREPORT 

 

Date of Inspection: 
5th June 2018 

Recorder: 
SuliasiHavea 

Inspection Team:PUMD ESU/NUDSP: SH 
Contractor:DZ 
Other:  NT 

Nature of Inspection:24rd Monthly Report 

Weather Conditions: Fine sunny day  

Site Condition: Firm – The site and roads remain in good condition.  

Extent of Works: The Reservoir construction has been completed along with the connection of the inlet pipe to the existing reservoir. 

General Comment and Observations:  

1. Since the last audit in May, the site work has continued to progress with the main focus on the reservoir works. 

2. Waste management on the site has improved. The reservoir site has been cleaned up, although there are still inadequate bins in the area making it difficult for staff to 
keep the area clean.   

3. Soil rehabilitation is ongoing in accordance with site instruction. Need to keep vegetation cleared to allow easy access to the site for ongoing work. 

4. The new Reservoir had been completed including the interior painting. All pipe line pressure tests now complete. 

5. New reservoir outlet pipe – area cleared and trench excavated. There is no safety marking for the trench which needs to be rectified. 
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INSPECTION CHECKLIST 

 Action/Mitigation Measure 

Mitigation 
Implementation 

Impacts Observed/Location 
Action Required 

(Corrective Action 

# & Date) 

Contractor 
Response/Comment 

Yes/No 
Effectiveness 

(1 to 5) 
 

1. Contractor 
environmental 

awareness, 
inspection and 
reporting 

Aware of environmental management requirements  

Has copy of IEE, EMP; 

Delivering training and/or awareness to staff (staff 
induction, tool box meetings) 

Daily/weekly inspections 

Reporting 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

 

No 

3 Contractor states that all staff on site 
aware of IEE and EMP. Not able to 

verify this. Staff behavior with rubbish 
suggests they are not aware of 
requirements. CEMP copy not in 

office. 

Ensure all site 
workers are 

inducted, and 
existing workers are 
reminded of CEMP 

obligations. EMP 
copy to be placed in 
site office. 

Contractor has agreed to 
this 

2. Vegetation 

Management 

No vegetation to be removed outside of the road survey 

/ pipeline area. 

No character trees removed from the bore sites without 
approval of the engineer. 

Yes 

n/a 

 

4 Land clearance complete, with outlet 

pipe area clearance done in 
accordance with EMP 

  

3. Groundwater 

Quality Control 

Careful construction around drill sites; 

Protocols for safe water well drilling being implemented 

No fuel or hazardous chemical storageat the worksite 
as per CEMP 

No 

 

Yes 

1 

 

3 

Drill sites now complete. 

 

No chemicals or fuel stored on site.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Waste 
management 

Construction waste disposed off correctly to Tapuhia 
 
Waste bins present at site office and work sites 

 
Prior to disposal, store all waste in suitable 
areas/receptacles to prevent hazards such as fires, 

attraction to vermin, dissemination of dust, leachate to 
groundwater 
 

No 
 
Yes 

 
 
No 

 
 
No 

3 
 

4 

 
 

3 

 
 

4 

 Waste bins are present on some 
working sites 
 

Two huge bins inside the office. 
 
 

 
 

Waste management 
is overall better, but 
further 

improvements could 
be made. 
 

 
 
 

The reservoir area has 
been cleaned up since last 
audit. Ensure there are 

visible and easily accessed 
bins at the reservoir 
construction site. Make 

sure staff use them! 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 

Mitigation 
Implementation 

Impacts Observed/Location 
Action Required 

(Corrective Action 

# & Date) 

Contractor 
Response/Comment 

Yes/No 
Effectiveness 

(1 to 5) 
 

No burning of waste materials 
 

Use existing toilet facility at TWB workshop area. 
Ensure facility remains in a hygienic condition. 
 

Minimise potential for illegal waste disposal in the 
roads. 

 
Yes 

 
Yes 
 

 
na 

 
 

4 
 

 

5. Noise 
Control 

Minimise sound generated by civil works by use of 
appropriate construction design, equipment and 
materials; 

Where possible, program work such that high noise 
levels occur at times of least impact. I.e. 0700 to 1830 
hrs, Monday to Saturday only as no work is allowed 

on Sunday; 

Where necessary and possible, fit plant and equipment 
with acoustic canopies and/or exhaust suppressors 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

 

na 

 

 

4 

Plant working at the time of the visit is 
well away from residential area. 

No issues  

6. Dust Control Use water trucks, when required, to wet areas that 
generate dust; 

Restrict construction activities to the minimum possible 

area; 

Stabilise disturbed areas as soon as practicable; 

Cover trucks that transport dusty materials; 

n/a  No complaints on any issues from 
neighbours. They are happy with their 
access roads upgraded, and have not 

voiced any issues with TWB staff or 
contractor. 

No dust issues at this 
time. 

 

7. 
Contaminated 
Soil 

Remediation 

Soil remediation being undertaken in accordance with 
specification 

All contaminated or possibly contaminated soil being 

conveyed to remediation site 

Remediation site with secure vegetation bunds 
preventing leakage of soil 

Biosol Green 2000 being used 

No  Soil has now been moved to the area Bio remediation 
process in place as 
per site instruction 

Agreement that this area 
needs to be actively 
managed during remaining 

contract period. Keep 
vegetation growth in check, 
ensuring site is easily 

accessed. T 

8. General Site 
Management 

Install traffic barriers around work sites; 
 

Provide and maintain adequate warning signs at site 
boundaries and along excavations; 
 

yes 
 

No 
 
 

3 
 

2 
 
 

Trench excavated for outlet pipe has 
no safety marking 

 
Little opportunity for waste 
minimization  

.Please check along 
any remaining open 

trenches and ensure 
they are visible 

Install safety marking along 
excavated trench for outlet 

pipe 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 

Mitigation 
Implementation 

Impacts Observed/Location 
Action Required 

(Corrective Action 

# & Date) 

Contractor 
Response/Comment 

Yes/No 
Effectiveness 

(1 to 5) 
 

Provide suitable enclosed storage areas for 
construction materials and locate away from drainage 

lines; 
 
Manage all spoil to minimize blockage of drainage lines, 

dust generation, and to use as back-fill where 
appropriate; 
 

Minimize waste generated through reduction, reuse and 
recycling; 
 

Maintain site officeand amenities in good condition and 
keep surrounding areas clean and tidy. 
 

n/a 
 

 
 
yes 

 
 
 

yes 
 
 

yes 
 
 

 
 

 
4 
 

 
3 
 

 
3 
 

3 

 
 

 
House-keeping needs improvement, 
particularly with site staff increasing. 

 
 

(slash grass if 
required) 

 
 
Keep up general 

house-keeping in 
office and site. 
 

 

9. Community 
Disruption and 

Health Control 

Inform community and local authorities of project plans 
and schedule and location of proposed works; 

 
Provide appropriate signage and control to ensure 
safety; 

 
Where appropriate, provide opportunities for local 
householders (or community members) to be engaged 
in the construction activities. Particular attention should 

be given to providing work opportunities for women (as 
per the NUDSP Gender Action Plan) 

Yes 
 

 
Yes 
 

No 

3 
 

 
3 
 

1 
 

Communication OK – particularly 
being done through supervising 

engineers 
 
 

Contractor plans to use existing day 
labour as required without the need for 
new recruitment. 

No action required.   

Effectiveness rating; 1 = non-compliant - corrective actions required; 2 = partial compliance – corrective or alternative actions required; 3 = adequately implementing CEMP 
measures; 4 = more than adequately implementing CEMP measures; 5 = excellent compliance, incl. measures in addition to CEMP 
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CORRECTIVE ACTION REGISTER 

 

# Corrective Action Required 
Ref # & 

Date (from 
Engineer) 

Actions Implemented 
Date 

Checked 

 

Effectiveness/ Comments 

1 

A vegetation bund at the remediation site to be constructed 

according to specs and ‘guidance notes on remediation’ currently 
in draft form. 

Official Ref # 

from the 
Engineer 
required 

no 4/11 

11/12 

27/1 

 

24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

 

 

15/8 

 

 

16/9 

 

 

26/10 

 

 

24/2 

8/5 

 

9/6 

30/8 

This work needs to be completed 

in advance of moving any soil. It is 
critical that the rehabilitation area is 
prepared first. 

A new site instruction will be issued 
with revised soil bio-remediation 
method (due to the unavailability of 

Bio-sol). 

 

A new site instruction had been 

received by Contractor with an 
alternative soil bio-remediation 
method (due to the unavailability of 

Bio-sol). 

Site remains not ready to accept 
contaminated soil. Area to be 

prepared as per revised site 
instruction 

Site remains not ready to accept 

contaminated soil. Area to be 
prepared as per revised site 
instruction 

Some works undertaken. Needs 
further improvements, including 
more plastic protection at base, 

and completion of bund around 
perimeter. 

As above 

The bund around  the contaminate 
soil complete 

Reminder for the contractor to 

extend contaminate soil site 
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29/9 

27/10 

 

28/01/18 

28/03/18 

16/04/18 

25/05/18 

 

05/06/18 

Open side barriers need to be 
closed with grass bundle.  Need 

this works complete with no further 
damage to plastic liners 
underneath. 

As above 

The contractor closed the open 
side with grass bundle. 

As above 

Open side barrier need to closed 
with grass bundle 

As above 

The contractor closed the open 
side with grass bundle 

As above 

2 

Traffic signs need to be put in place during the road works – 
sufficient would be a sign at all entrance points from main public 

roads to the works roads. And cones close to the operational area. 

 Yes - signs 

Yes - improved safety marking along 

open trench near sealed road, 

4/11 

 

24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

 

 

 

30/6 

 

 

 

15/8 

16/9 

 

26/10 

Supervising engineer reported that 
traffic and safety management is 

now improved 

The safety tape along open trench 
next to sealed public road at 

Tongamai is still broken in places. 
Safety marking currently 
inadequate. Request that two lines 

of tape are installed and 
maintained to increase visibility. 

 

The safety tape along open trench 
next to sealed public road at 
Tongamai is in place. Some 

portions of the trenches had 
already been backfilled with soil 
and safety tapes had been 

removed from these places. 

The safety marking remains poor 

The safety marking has really 

improved. 

Safety marking adequate at this 
time 
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24/2 

 

 

8/5 

 

9/6 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

Some safety tape along open 
trench next to sealed public road at 

Tongamai is not visible for 
pedestrian . The trench along road 
from Tongamai to Mataki'eua with 

no safety tape to warn public. 

Safety marking has improved  

As above 

 

 

Safety marking has improved 

As above 

Need safety warning tape around 
open drench 

As Above 

Improve in road sign 

3 

One large Project Sign to be erected.  yes 4/11 

28/03 

16/04 

 

25/05 

05/06 

The project sign on site 

Project Sign was damage after the 
cyclone 

As above 

As above 

Project sign damaged during 

Cyclone Gita. Agreed no need to 
replace given the proximity to end 
of contract. 

4 

CEMP to be submitted and approved. Copy to be kept in site 
office. 

 Yes 

yes 

11/12 

27/1 

24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

15/8 

CEMP approved, but no copy in 
office. To be corrected. 

Still no copy in office (27/1 and 
24/2). 

CEMP copy in site office. 

 

CEMP copy in site office. 

CEMP in office.  
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16/9 

 

26/10 

 

8/5 

9/6 

30/8 

 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

 

CEMP in office. 

CEMP not in office. Please ensure 
copy is on site. 
 

No copy in site office 

No copy in site office 

Need a printed copy of the CEMP 

in site office at all time and be 
clearly marked. 

CEMP Copy in site office 

As above 

As above 

No copy in site office 

No copy in site office 

No copy in site office 

No copy in site office 

Copy in site office 

5 

Burning waste is not to be undertaken (including organic material 
from land clearance) 

 yes 11/12 

27/1 

24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

15/8 

16/9 

26/10 

8/6 

9/6 

30/8 

No evidence of new burning 

 

No evidence of new burning 
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29/9 

27/10 

 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

No evidence of new burning 

The contractor burn some waste  

at the generator site at Tongamai 
area 

No waste burning on site 

No evidence of new burning 

As above 

As above 

No waste burning on site 

6 

Bin to be placed in site office  yes 11/12 

27/1 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

15/8 

 

 

16/9 

26/10 

 

24/02 

08/05 

9/6 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

 

28/03 

Bin now in place. Site office and 
work area requires improved 

house-keeping and waste 
management. 

 

 

Bin overly full in site office. General 
improvement in tidiness required. 

 

Bin now in place 

Bin needs emptying, and an overall 

improvement required in house-
keeping. 

Bin in place 

Bin needs emptying  

Two bin in site office 

Bin in site office but need to empty 

As above 

Waste Bin has been emptied  

 

Waste bin in site office 

No bin in site office 

Bin in site office 
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16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

 

As above 

Bin in site office 

7 

Contractor to source and procure Biosol for contaminated soil 

remediation 

 No longer relevant as bio-sol 

unavailable 

11/12 

27/1 

24/2 

30/3 

30/6  

15/8 

16/9 

26/10 

 

24/02 

8/05 

9/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

No longer relevant as bio-sol 

unavailable 

 

 

A site instruction had been 
received by Contractor for the 
alternative methodology for the bio-

soil remediation process. Area still 
to be prepared. 

Area has improved, but needs 

completion and sign off from 
Engineer 

Fertilizer  been used for soil 

remediation process 

As above 

As above 

Fertilizer been used monthly 

 

As above 

As above 

Need fertilizer for soil remediation 
process 

As above 

Need fertilizer for soil remediation 

process 

8 

Contractor to place first aid kit in site office  Yes, but too small. Requires upgrading 
to one appropriate for a construction 
site 

 

27/1 

 

24/2 

Contractor agreed to upgrade 

Still not upgraded – request that 
this be attended to. 
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Yes. Now upgraded. Bare minimum, 
but it is an improvement 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

15/8 

 

 

16/9 

 

26/10 

24/02 

08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

 

Resolved 

Need more supplies for the kit. 

Kit virtually empty and of limited 
use. Need to stock a proper first 

aid kit on site. 

 

First Aid kit supplies has been 

replaced and two other spare kits 
are at the office now. 

Supplies adequate 

As above 

Out of stock, need refill  

As above 

As above 

Need to refill First Aid Kit 

First Aid Kit has been out of stock 

and need refill 

No First Aid Kit 

As above 

No First Aid Kit  

Need First Aid Kit on site office 

As above 

9 

Care to be taken to minimize clearance of significant trees in new 
road/pipeline clearance area connecting water pipes through to 
new reservoir. 

  24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

 

15/8 

16/9 

26/10 

No unnecessary land clearance 
undertaken. 

 

Some land clearance had been  
undertaken for the electric cables 
etc. Contractor is reminded to keep 

this to a minimum. 

No issues 

No issues 
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24/02 

 

 

08/05 

 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

No issues 

No Issues 

 

Contractor minimize clearance for 
the new road at Mataki'eua Well 

Field 

No issues 

No issues 

No issues 

 

No issues 

No issues 

 

No issues 

No issues 

10 

Repair the safety tape and install 2 lines of tape along the sealed 
public road at Tongamai. This is necessary to improve the visibility 

of the safety hazard. 

 Yes-Needs further improvement and 
continual maintenance. 

30/3 

16/5 

 

30/6 

15/8 

 

 

16/9 

24/02 

 

08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

Safety taping must be regularly 
inspected and repaired as 

required. 

 

As above 

Tape still poor in many areas, 
providing public with inadequate 
warning of trenches on site. 

Safety hazard warning tapes had 
been upgraded. 

Some tape are not clear enough 

for public 

Some place need a proper warning 
tape 

Safety tape has been improved 

As above 

Need to repair some safety tape 

around open trenches 
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27/10 

 

 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

 

Safety tape been install on open 
trenches and the reservoir 

construction site 

As above 

Need to upgrade safety tape 

around  drenching area 

As above 

New reservoir outlet trench needs 

safety warning tape  

11 

Slash the grass along the trenches on the internal roads to 
improve visibility of this hazard 

 Yes grass slashed. Will need continued 
monitoring and maintenance. 

16/5 

30/6 

16/9 

26/10 

24/02 

08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

 

 

Contractor requested to continue to 

ensure grass is slashed along any 
open trenches. 

Comment as above 

As above 

As above 

As above 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contractor  has been remind to 
slash grass along pipeline 

12 

Place a bin at the active well drilling site and the reservoir work 
area. Instruct all site workers and visitors to dispose of their waste 
properly. 

 Yes. Bins are now in place at active drill 
sites and reservoir site. 

16/5 

30/6 

 

Contractor MUST ensure there are 
adequate waste receptacles at 
each work site, and supervise 
workers and site visitors to ensure 

they do the right thing with waste. 
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15/8 

 

 

 

16/9 

 

26/10 

24/02 

08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

No bins in place on construction 
sites. Waste accumulating 

throughout the works. 
Unacceptable waste management 
practices on site. 

Huge improvement in site waste 
management 

Waste management remains 

improved. Need bins in place and 
used at reservoir site. 

Need bins in place 

As above 

No bins in reservoir site.  

As above 

No bin on reservoir site 

No bin at the reservoir work area 

 

Need bins in place 

As above 

 

Continued bare minimum approach 
to waste management 

 

13 

Clean up construction waste dump area behind embankment at 
pump house construction site, and ensure waste is disposed of 
properly. Improve supervision of site workers and visitors to 

ensure they dispose of waste in accordance with CEMP. 

 Yes waste had been cleared from 
construction site. 

30/6 

 

15/8 

 

 

 

16/9 

26/10 

24/02 

Contractor must ensure waste is 
disposed properly and in 
accordance with CEMP. 

This waste area was cleaned up, 
but overall waste management 
practices remain poor 

 

Overall waste management 
practices has improved 

As above 
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08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

 

28/01 

 

28/03 

 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

Some area at the new reservoir 
need clean up 

As above 

As above 

 

Contractor need to clean up all 
construction waste around the 
reservoir and the area behind   

Contractor clean construction 
waste around reservoir site 

Contractor need to clean 

construction waste around 
reservoir site and site office 

Need Cleanup around reservoir 

site 

As above 

The contractor has cleaned up all 

waste around the reservoir site 

15 

Provide safety markings around open drilling fluid circulation pits. 
Trenches are plastic lined making it difficult for a child to climb out 

if they have fallen in. Open drilling pits must be marked with highly 
visible tape between stakes, or using plastic bollards and tape. 

 Yes- The open drilling pits from last 
audit, the ones on the main road had 

been closed. 

30/6 

 

 

15/8 

16/9 

26/10 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

For new open drilling pits, must be 
marked with highly visible tape 

between stakes, or using plastic 
bollards and tape. 

Pits are inadequately protected, 

exposing general public to 
unacceptable level of risk 

Drilling now largely complete. 

As above 

As above 

As above 

As above 

No issues 

As above 

As above 
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16 

TWB-02  

 Open pit at Popua near the Monford turn-off. 

  30/8 

 

 

29/9 

 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

25/05 

05/06 

 

The contractor needs to clear the 
over-grown vegetation. Need to 

replace the warning tape and 
security fence around open pit.  

The Contractor had been repair 

security fence around the open pit 
and the warning tape in place. 

As above 

As above 
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF SITE INSPECTION – 5TH
 JUNE  2018 SITE INSPECTION. 

 
 

 
 

Photo 1- New Waste Dump at Tongamai Photo 2- Outlet Pipeline Clearance  

  
Photo 3 – Outlet Pipeline Excavation  Photo 4 –New Outlet Pipe Materials 
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Mateki’eua Contract 

Construction Environmental Management 
Monitoring Report # 25: August 2018 

2 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 Background to this Document 

The Nuku’alofa Urban Development Sector Project is co-funded by the Asian Development Bank and 

the Australian Government (through DFAT), with the support of the Government of Tonga. One of 

the priorities identified to improve the urban environment in Nuku’alofa is to provide assistance to 

the Tonga Water Board to upgrade water supply, production, storage and distribution. 

As set out in the Tonga Water Board Act 2000, TWB is governed by and functions in accordance with 

the Act to provide water supply services for domestic, stock, horticultural, industrial, commercial, 

recreational, environmental and other beneficial uses, in any area in which it may be appointed to 

do so under this Act.The town of Nuku’alofa is currently served from the Mataki’eua and Tongamai 

well fields managed by TWB. 

The bore field for the urban water supply currently comprises 39 wells with 29 at Mataki’eua and 11 

on the Tongamai extension. The current works will provide an additional 12 bores and replace 6 

collapsed bores as well convert all remaining diesel pumps to electrical pumps. Ancillary works will 

include road upgrading and services installation (power and water) as well as the construction of a 

4,000m3 reservoir. During the works, soil contaminated with hydro-carbons will be removed, and 

remediated on site. 

2.2 Site Values 

Site values or qualities which have been identified that require protection at Mataki’eua-Tongamai 

include: 

Ø Groundwater 

Ø Roadside trees, and trees at the new bore sites 

2.3 Environmental Issues 

In undertaking the Mataki’eua Civil Works Contract the following environmental issues need to be 

addressed: 

Ø Unnecessary removal of mature trees and vegetation during road works and new well 

siting; 

Ø Contamination of the groundwater during the works; 

Ø Poor construction waste management; 

Ø Inappropriate sanitary arrangements; 

Ø Poorly implemented soil remediation works; 

Ø Dust generation during roadworks; 

Ø Absence of traffic management during roadworks; 

Ø Excessive noise from construction plant;and, 

Ø Non-compliant health and safety measures. 

2.4 Purpose of this Document 

The purpose of this document is to fulfill NUSDP’smonitoring requirements of the Mataki’euaCivil 

Works Contract –Contractor’s Environmental Management Plan, for the Asian Development Bank.  

This is the twenty-fifth CEMP monitoring report. The Environment and Social Unit (ESU) of the Project 

Management Unit undertakes these inspections on a monthly basis for the duration of the contract 

period. 
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2.5 Circulation of this Document - This report is circulated by the NUDSP PMU to the following: 
TWB  -SioneFinau (Acting CEO), QuddusFielea (Engineering Manager TWB), Nafe Tufui (TWB) 
PMU -ESU Team – PetiVeikoso (Urban Planner), Lolo Fotu (Urban Planner),) 
PIAC - Seventeen Toumoua (Engineer to the Contract), Sonia Chirgwin (Waste Management Advisor), 
SuliasiHavea (Environmental Specialist) 
Contractors – Ghao Dong, Daniel Zhao (CCECC) 
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MATAKI’EUA CIVIL WORKS CONTRACT 
CONSTRUCTION ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT MONITORINGREPORT 

 

Date of Inspection: 
24th August 2018 

Recorder: 
SuliasiHavea 

Inspection Team:PUMD ESU/NUDSP: SH, MT 
Contractor:DZ 
Other:  NT 

Nature of Inspection:25th Monthly Report 

Weather Conditions: Fine sunny day  

Site Condition: Firm – The site and roads remain in good condition.  

Extent of Works: The Reservoir  been complete and connection of the inlet pipe to the existing reservoir. 

General Comment and Observations:  

6. Since the last audit in June, work around the reservoir site, particularly the outlet pipe, has continued to progress.  

7. Safety issues – safety marking along the open outlet pipe trench has not been installed.  

8. Waste management on the site continues to be adequate, but not proactive. Inadequate bins and a lack of environmental culture lead to some minor waste around work 
site, which contractor agrees to clean up. 

9. The soil rehabilitation work continues in line with the site instruction 
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INSPECTION CHECKLIST 

 Action/Mitigation Measure 

Mitigation 
Implementation 

Impacts Observed/Location 
Action Required 

(Corrective Action 

# & Date) 

Contractor 
Response/Comment 

Yes/No 
Effectiveness 

(1 to 5) 
 

1. Contractor 
environmental 

awareness, 
inspection and 
reporting 

Aware of environmental management requirements  

Has copy of IEE, EMP; 

Delivering training and/or awareness to staff (staff 
induction, tool box meetings) 

Daily/weekly inspections 

Reporting 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

 

No 

3 Contractor states that all staff on site 
aware of IEE and EMP. Not able to 

verify this. Staff behavior with rubbish 
suggests they are not aware of 
requirements. CEMP copy not in 

office. 

Ensure all site 
workers are 

inducted, and 
existing workers are 
reminded of CEMP 

obligations. EMP 
copy to be placed in 
site office. 

Contractor has agreed to 
this 

2. Vegetation 

Management 

No vegetation to be removed outside of the road survey 

/ pipeline area. 

No character trees removed from the bore sites without 
approval of the engineer. 

Yes 

n/a 

 

4 Land clearance complete   

3. Groundwater 

Quality Control 

Careful construction around drill sites; 

Protocols for safe water well drilling being implemented 

No fuel or hazardous chemical storageat the worksite 
as per CEMP 

No 

 

Yes 

1 

 

3 

Drill sites now largely complete. 

 

No chemicals or fuel stored on site.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Waste 
management 

Construction waste disposed off correctly to Tapuhia 
 
Waste bins present at site office and work sites 

 
Prior to disposal, store all waste in suitable 
areas/receptacles to prevent hazards such as fires, 

attraction to vermin, dissemination of dust, leachate to 
groundwater 
 

No 
 
Yes 

 
 
No 

 
 
No 

3 
 

4 

 
 

3 

 
 

4 

 Waste bins are present on 
someworking sites 
 

Two huge bins inside the office. 
 
 

 
 

Waste management 
is overall better, but 
further 

improvements could 
be made. 
 

 
 
 

Ongoing requirement for 
clean up of minor waste left 
on site due to inadequate 

bins and lack of 
environmental awareness 
in staff. Contractor agreed 

to ongoing site clean up 
works. 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 

Mitigation 
Implementation 

Impacts Observed/Location 
Action Required 

(Corrective Action 

# & Date) 

Contractor 
Response/Comment 

Yes/No 
Effectiveness 

(1 to 5) 
 

No burning of waste materials 
 

Use existing toilet facility at TWB workshop area. 
Ensure facility remains in a hygienic condition. 
 

Minimise potential for illegal waste disposal in the 
roads. 

 
Yes 

 
Yes 
 

 
na 

 
 

4 
 

 

 

5. Noise 
Control 

Minimise sound generated by civil works by use of 
appropriate construction design, equipment and 
materials; 

Where possible, program work such that high noise 
levels occur at times of least impact. I.e. 0700 to 1830 
hrs, Monday to Saturday only as no work is allowed 

on Sunday; 

Where necessary and possible, fit plant and equipment 
with acoustic canopies and/or exhaust suppressors 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

 

na 

 

 

4 

Plant working at the time of the visit is 
well away from residential area. 

No issues  

6. Dust Control Use water trucks, when required, to wet areas that 
generate dust; 

Restrict construction activities to the minimum possible 

area; 

Stabilise disturbed areas as soon as practicable; 

Cover trucks that transport dusty materials; 

n/a  No complaints on any issues from 
neighbours. They are happy with their 
access roads upgraded, and have not 

voiced any issues with TWB staff or 
contractor. 

No dust issues at this 
time. 

 

7. 
Contaminated 
Soil 

Remediation 

Soil remediation being undertaken in accordance with 
specification 

All contaminated or possibly contaminated soil being 

conveyed to remediation site 

Remediation site with secure vegetation bunds 
preventing leakage of soil 

Biosol Green 2000 being used 

No  No contaminated soil moved to date. 
Bio-remediation area still needs to be 
prepared before any removal of soil. 

Some work has been done, but site 
requires additional improvements to 
ground protection and bund. 

Site instruction has 
been issued with an 
alternative method 

for the bio 
remediation process. 

Work proceeding as 
required. Need to ensure 
vegetation is kept clear, 

and soil continues to be 
aerated as per instruction. 

 

8. General Site 
Management 

Install traffic barriers around work sites; 
 

Provide and maintain adequate warning signs at site 
boundaries and along excavations; 
 

yes 
 

No 
 
 

3 
 

2 
 
 

Some pipeline area has hazard tape in 
place along road, and hazard 

markings along trench for internal 
roads. The hazard tapes had been 

.Please check along 
any remaining open 

trenches and ensure 
they are visible 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 

Mitigation 
Implementation 

Impacts Observed/Location 
Action Required 

(Corrective Action 

# & Date) 

Contractor 
Response/Comment 

Yes/No 
Effectiveness 

(1 to 5) 
 

Provide suitable enclosed storage areas for 
construction materials and locate away from drainage 

lines; 
 
Manage all spoil to minimize blockage of drainage lines, 

dust generation, and to use as back-fill where 
appropriate; 
 

Minimize waste generated through reduction, reuse and 
recycling; 
 

Maintain site officeand amenities in good condition and 
keep surrounding areas clean and tidy. 
 

n/a 
 

 
 
yes 

 
 
 

yes 
 
 

yes 
 
 

 
 

 
4 
 

 
3 
 

 
3 
 

3 

removed for areas where trenches had 
been backfilled with cover soil. 

 
Grass along trenches has been 
slashed since last audit. 

 
Little opportunity for waste 
minimization  

 
 
 

House-keeping needs improvement, 
particularly with site staff increasing. 
 

 

(slash grass if 
required) 

 
 
Keep up general 

house-keeping in 
office and site. 
 

 

9. Community 

Disruption and 
Health Control 

Inform community and local authorities of project plans 

and schedule and location of proposed works; 
 
Provide appropriate signage and control to ensure 

safety; 
 
Where appropriate, provide opportunities for local 
householders (or community members) to be engaged 

in the construction activities. Particular attention should 
be given to providing work opportunities for women (as 
per the NUDSP Gender Action Plan) 

Yes 

 
 
Yes 

 
No 

3 

 
 

3 

 
1 
 

Communication OK – particularly 

being done through supervising 
engineers 
 

 
Contractor plans to use existing day 
labour as required without the need for 
new recruitment. 

No action required.   

Effectiveness rating; 1 = non-compliant - corrective actions required; 2 = partial compliance – corrective or alternative actions required; 3 = adequately implementing CEMP 
measures; 4 = more than adequately implementing CEMP measures; 5 = excellent compliance, incl. measures in addition to CEMP 
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CORRECTIVE ACTION REGISTER 

 

# Corrective Action Required 
Ref # & 

Date (from 
Engineer) 

Actions Implemented 
Date 

Checked 

 

Effectiveness/ Comments 

1 

A vegetation bund at the remediation site to be constructed 

according to specs and ‘guidance notes on remediation’ currently 
in draft form. 

Official Ref # 

from the 
Engineer 
required 

no 4/11 

11/12 

27/1 

 

24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

 

 

15/8 

 

 

16/9 

 

 

26/10 

 

 

24/2 

8/5 

 

9/6 

30/8 

This work needs to be completed in 

advance of moving any soil. It is 
critical that the rehabilitation area is 
prepared first. 

A new site instruction will be issued 
with revised soil bio-remediation 
method (due to the unavailability of 

Bio-sol). 

 

A new site instruction had been 

received by Contractor with an 
alternative soil bio-remediation 
method (due to the unavailability of 

Bio-sol). 

Site remains not ready to accept 
contaminated soil. Area to be 

prepared as per revised site 
instruction 

Site remains not ready to accept 

contaminated soil. Area to be 
prepared as per revised site 
instruction 

Some works undertaken. Needs 
further improvements, including 
more plastic protection at base, and 

completion of bund around 
perimeter. 

As above 

The bund around  the contaminate 
soil complete 

Reminder for the contractor to 

extend contaminate soil site 
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29/9 

27/10 

 

28/01/18 

28/03/18 

16/04/18 

25/05/18 

 

05/06/18 

24/07/18 

Open side barriers need to be 
closed with grass bundle.  Need this 

works complete with no further 
damage to plastic liners 
underneath. 

As above 

The contractor closed the open side 
with grass bundle. 

As above 

Open side barrier need to closed 
with grass bundle 

As above 

The contractor closed the open side 
with grass bundle 

Manage vegetation regrowth in the 
area 

2 

Traffic signs need to be put in place during the road works – 

sufficient would be a sign at all entrance points from main public 
roads to the works roads. And cones close to the operational area. 

 Yes - signs 

Yes - improved safety marking along 
open trench near sealed road, 

4/11 

 

24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

 

 

 

30/6 

 

 

 

15/8 

16/9 

 

26/10 

Supervising engineer reported that 

traffic and safety management is 
now improved 

The safety tape along open trench 

next to sealed public road at 
Tongamai is still broken in places. 
Safety marking currently 

inadequate. Request that two lines 
of tape are installed and 
maintained to increase visibility. 

 

The safety tape along open trench 
next to sealed public road at 

Tongamai is in place. Some 
portions of the trenches had already 
been backfilled with soil and safety 

tapes had been removed from these 
places. 

The safety marking remains poor 

The safety marking has really 
improved. 
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24/2 

 

 

8/5 

 

9/6 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07/18 

Safety marking adequate at this 
time 

Some safety tape along open trench 
next to sealed public road at 
Tongamai is not visible for 

pedestrian . The trench along road 
from Tongamai to Mataki'eua with 
no safety tape to warn public. 

Safety marking has improved  

As above 

 

 

Safety marking has improved 

As above 

Need safety warning tape around 
open drench 

As Above 

Improve in safety markings 

Contractor to install some safety 
tape around TPL bill box 

3 

One large Project Sign to be erected.  yes 4/11 

28/03 

16/04 

 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

The project sign on site 

Project Sign was damage after the 
cyclone 

As above 

As above 

As above 

4 

CEMP to be submitted and approved. Copy to be kept in site 
office. 

 Yes 

yes 

11/12 

27/1 

24/2 

30/3 

CEMP approved, but no copy in 
office. To be corrected. 

Still no copy in office (27/1 and 
24/2). 

CEMP copy in site office. 
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16/5 

30/6 

15/8 

 

16/9 

 

26/10 

 

8/5 

9/6 

30/8 

 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

 

CEMP copy in site office. 

CEMP in office.  

 

CEMP in office. 

CEMP not in office. Please ensure 
copy is on site. 
 

No copy in site office 

No copy in site office 

Need a printed copy of the CEMP in 

site office at all time and be clearly 
marked. 

CEMP Copy in site office 

 

As above 

As above 

No copy in site office 

No copy in site office 

No copy in site office 

No copy in site office 

5 

Burning waste is not to be undertaken (including organic material 
from land clearance) 

 yes 11/12 

27/1 

24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

15/8 

16/9 

26/10 

No evidence of new burning 

 

No evidence of new burning 
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8/6 

9/6 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

 

 

 

No evidence of new burning 

The contractor burn some waste  at 

the generator site at Tongamai area 

No waste burning on site 

No evidence of new burning 

As above 

As above 

No waste burning on site 

As above 

6 

Bin to be placed in site office  yes 11/12 

27/1 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

15/8 

 

 

16/9 

26/10 

 

24/02 

08/05 

9/6 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

Bin now in place. Site office and 
work area requires improved 

house-keeping and waste 
management. 

 

 

Bin overly full in site office. General 
improvement in tidiness required. 

 

Bin now in place 

Bin needs emptying, and an overall 

improvement required in house-
keeping. 

Bin in place 

Bin needs emptying  

Two bin in site office 

Bin in site office but need to empty 

As above 

Waste Bin has been emptied  
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28/01 

 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

 

 

Waste bin in site office 

No bin in site office 

Bin in site office 

As above 

Bin in site office 

As above.  

7 

Contractor to source and procure Biosol for contaminated soil 
remediation 

 No longer relevant as bio-sol 
unavailable 

11/12 

27/1 

24/2 

30/3 

30/6  

15/8 

16/9 

26/10 

 

24/02 

8/05 

9/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

No longer relevant as bio-sol 
unavailable 

 

 

A site instruction had been received 
by Contractor for the alternative 

methodology for the bio-soil 
remediation process. Area still to be 
prepared. 

Area has improved, but needs 
completion and sign off from 
Engineer 

Fertilizer  been used for soil 
remediation process 

As above 

As above 

Fertilizer been used monthly 

 

As above 

As above 

Need fertilizer for soil remediation 

process 

As above 

Need fertilizer for soil remediation 
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Process 

No issues 

8 

Contractor to place first aid kit in site office  Yes, but too small. Requires upgrading 
to one appropriate for a construction 
site 

 

Yes. Now upgraded. Bare minimum, 
but it is an improvement 

27/1 

 

24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

15/8 

 

 

16/9 

 

26/10 

24/02 

08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

Contractor agreed to upgrade 

Still not upgraded – request that this 
be attended to. 

 

Resolved 

Need more supplies for the kit. 

Kit virtually empty and of limited 
use. Need to stock a proper first aid 
kit on site. 

 

First Aid kit supplies has been 
replaced and two other spare kits 

are at the office now. 

Supplies adequate 

As above 

Out of stock, need refill  

As above 

As above 

Need to refill First Aid Kit 

First Aid Kit has been out of stock 
and need refill 

No First Aid Kit 

As above 

No First Aid Kit  

Need First Aid Kit in site office 

As above 
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9 

Care to be taken to minimize clearance of significant trees in new 
road/pipeline clearance area connecting water pipes through to 

new reservoir. 

  24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

 

15/8 

16/9 

26/10 

24/02 

 

 

08/05 

 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

No unnecessary land clearance 
undertaken. 

 

Some land clearance had been  
undertaken for the electric cables 

etc. Contractor is reminded to keep 
this to a minimum. 

No issues 

No issues 

No issues 

No Issues 

 

Contractor minimize clearance for 
the new road at Mataki'eua Well 

Field 

No issues 

No issues 

No issues 

 

No issues 

No issues 

 

No issues 

No issues 

Contractor  is reminded to minimize 
clearance  

No issue 

10 

Repair the safety tape and install 2 lines of tape along the sealed 
public road at Tongamai. This is necessary to improve the visibility 

of the safety hazard. 

 Yes-Needs further improvement and 
continual maintenance. 

30/3 

16/5 

 

30/6 

Safety taping must be regularly 
inspected and repaired as required. 

 

As above 
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15/8 

 

 

16/9 

24/02 

 

08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

 

 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

 

Tape still poor in many areas, 
providing public with inadequate 

warning of trenches on site. 

Safety hazard warning tapes had 
been upgraded. 

Some tape are not clear enough for 
public 

Some place need a proper warning 

tape 

Safety tape has been improved 

As above 

Need to repair some safety tape 
around open trenches 

Safety tape been install on open 

trenches and the reservoir 
construction site 

As above 

Need to upgrade safety tape around  
drenching area 

As above 

Existing Reservoir Trench need a 
safety warning tape  

Safety warning tape been improved 

As above 

11 

Slash the grass along the trenches on the internal roads to 
improve visibility of this hazard 

 Yes grass slashed. Will need continued 
monitoring and maintenance. 

16/5 

30/6 

16/9 

26/10 

24/02 

08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

 

Contractor requested to continue to 

ensure grass is slashed along any 
open trenches. 

Comment as above 

As above 

As above 

As above 
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27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contractor  has been remind to 
slash grass along pipeline 

The Contractor slash grass along 
pipeline at Tongamai area 

12 

Place a bin at the active well drilling site and the reservoir work 

area. Instruct all site workers and visitors to dispose of their waste 
properly. 

 Yes. Bins are now in place at active drill 

sites and reservoir site. 

16/5 

30/6 

 

15/8 

 

 

 

16/9 

 

26/10 

24/02 

08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

Contractor MUST ensure there are 

adequate waste receptacles at 
each work site, and supervise 
workers and site visitors to ensure 

they do the right thing with waste. 

No bins in place on construction 
sites. Waste accumulating 

throughout the works. 
Unacceptable waste management 
practices on site. 

Huge improvement in site waste 
management 

Waste management remains 

improved. Need bins in place and 
used at reservoir site. 

Need bins in place 

As above 

No bins in reservoir site.  

As above 

No bin on reservoir site 

No bin at the reservoir work area 

 

Need bins in place 

As above 
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25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

 

13 

Clean up construction waste dump area behind embankment at 
pump house construction site, and ensure waste is disposed of 

properly. Improve supervision of site workers and visitors to 
ensure they dispose of waste in accordance with CEMP. 

 Yes waste had been cleared from 
construction site. 

30/6 

 

15/8 

 

 

 

16/9 

26/10 

24/02 

08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

 

28/01 

 

28/03 

 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

Contractor must ensure waste is 
disposed properly and in 

accordance with CEMP. 

This waste area was cleaned up, 
but overall waste management 

practices remain poor 

 

Overall waste management 

practices has improved 

As above 

Some area at the new reservoir 

need clean up 

As above 

As above 

 

Contractor need to clean up all 
construction waste around the 

reservoir and the area behind   

Contractor clean construction waste 
around reservoir site 

Contractor need to clean 
construction waste around reservoir 
site and site office 

Need Cleanup around reservoir site 

As above 

The contractor has cleaned up all 

waste around the reservoir site, but 
need for continued waste clean up 
at all active work sites. 

15 
Provide safety markings around open drilling fluid circulation 
pits.Trenches are plastic lined making it difficult for a child to climb 
out if they have fallen in. Open drilling pits must be marked with 

 Yes- The open drilling pits from last 
audit, the ones on the main road had 
been closed. 

30/6 

 

For new open drilling pits, must be 
marked with highly visible tape 
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highly visible tape between stakes, or using plastic bollards and 
tape. 

 

15/8 

16/9 

26/10 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

between stakes, or using plastic 
bollards and tape. 

Pits are inadequately protected, 
exposing general public to 
unacceptable level of risk 

Drilling now largely complete. 

As above 

As above 

As above 

As above 

No issues 

As above 

 

16 

TWB-02  

 Open pit at Popua near the Monford turn-off. 

  30/8 

 

 

29/9 

 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

 

The contractor needs to clear the 
over-grown vegetation. Need to 

replace the warning tape and 
security fence around open pit.  

The Contractor had been repair 

security fence around the open pit 
and the warning tape in place. 

As above 

As above 
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF SITE INSPECTION – 24TH
 AUGUST  2018 – SITE INSPECTION. 

 

 

 
Photo 1- New Reservoir Inlet Connection Photo 2- Outlet Pipeline Installation 

 

 
Photo 3 – Outlet Pipeline Sand Bed Photo 4 –Tongamai Pipeline Clearance 
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Mateki’eua Contract 

Construction Environmental Management 
Monitoring Report # 26: October 2018 

3 INTRODUCTION 

3.1 Background to this Document 

The Nuku’alofa Urban Development Sector Project is co-funded by the Asian Development Bank and 

the Australian Government (through DFAT), with the support of the Government of Tonga. One of 

the priorities identified to improve the urban environment in Nuku’alofa is to provide assistance to 

the Tonga Water Board to upgrade water supply, production, storage and distribution. 

As set out in the Tonga Water Board Act 2000, TWB is governed by and functions in accordance with 

the Act to provide water supply services for domestic, stock, horticultural, industrial, commercial, 

recreational, environmental and other beneficial uses, in any area in which it may be appointed to 

do so under this Act.The town of Nuku’alofa is currently served from the Mataki’eua and Tongamai 

well fields managed by TWB. 

The bore field for the urban water supply currently comprises 39 wells with 29 at Mataki’eua and 11 

on the Tongamai extension. The current works will provide an additional 12 bores and replace 6 

collapsed bores as well convert all remaining diesel pumps to electrical pumps. Ancillary works will 

include road upgrading and services installation (power and water) as well as the construction of a 

4,000m3 reservoir. During the works, soil contaminated with hydro-carbons will be removed, and 

remediated on site. 

3.2 Site Values 

Site values or qualities which have been identified that require protection at Mataki’eua-Tongamai 

include: 

Ø Groundwater 

Ø Roadside trees, and trees at the new bore sites 

3.3 Environmental Issues 

In undertaking the Mataki’eua Civil Works Contract the following environmental issues need to be 

addressed: 

Ø Unnecessary removal of mature trees and vegetation during road works and new well 

siting; 

Ø Contamination of the groundwater during the works; 

Ø Poor construction waste management; 

Ø Inappropriate sanitary arrangements; 

Ø Poorly implemented soil remediation works; 

Ø Dust generation during roadworks; 

Ø Absence of traffic management during roadworks; 

Ø Excessive noise from construction plant;and, 

Ø Non-compliant health and safety measures. 

3.4 Purpose of this Document 

The purpose of this document is to fulfill NUSDP’smonitoring requirements of the Mataki’euaCivil 

Works Contract –Contractor’s Environmental Management Plan, for the Asian Development Bank.  

This is the twenty-sixth CEMP monitoring report. The Environment and Social Unit (ESU) of the 

Project Management Unit undertakes these inspections on a monthly basis for the duration of the 

contract period. 
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3.5 Circulation of this Document - This report is circulated by the NUDSP PMU to the following: 
TWB  -SioneFinau (Acting CEO), QuddusFielea (Engineering Manager TWB), Nafe Tufui (TWB) 
PMU -ESU Team – PetiVeikoso (Urban Planner), Lolo Fotu (Urban Planner),) 
PIAC - Seventeen Toumoua (Engineer to the Contract), Sonia Chirgwin (Waste Management Advisor), 
SuliasiHavea (Environmental Specialist) 
Contractors – Ghao Dong, Daniel Zhao (CCECC) 
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MATAKI’EUA CIVIL WORKS CONTRACT 
CONSTRUCTION ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT MONITORINGREPORT 

 

Date of Inspection: 
31st October 2018 

Recorder: 
Suliasi Havea 

Inspection Team:PUMD ESU/NUDSP: SH, MT 
Contractor: DZ 
Other:   

Nature of Inspection:26th Monthly Report 

Weather Conditions: Fine sunny day  

Site Condition: Firm – The site and roads remain in good condition.  

Extent of Works: The Reservoir  been complete and connection of the inlet pipe to the existing reservoir. 

General Comment and Observations:  

10. Since the last audit in August, the site work has continued to progress. The final borehole (pumphouse 128) has been connected to the main pipeline, and the pump 
house is under construction. The outlet pipe connection to the reservoir and the installation and backfilling of the outlet pipe are both nearing completion. 

11. Safety issues have not been pressing with these works, although the safety markings along the outlet trench have not been installed. 

12. Waste management on the site continues to be improved from earlier periods in the works. However, staff are clearly not instilled with environmental awareness, 
necessitating ongoing waste clean ups at all sites.   

13. Soli rehabilitation works are ongoing as per the site instruction. 
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INSPECTION CHECKLIST 

 Action/Mitigation Measure 

Mitigation 
Implementation 

Impacts Observed/Location 
Action Required 

(Corrective Action 

# & Date) 

Contractor 
Response/Comment 

Yes/No 
Effectiveness 

(1 to 5) 
 

1. Contractor 
environmental 

awareness, 
inspection and 
reporting 

Aware of environmental management requirements  

Has copy of IEE, EMP; 

Delivering training and/or awareness to staff (staff 
induction, tool box meetings) 

Daily/weekly inspections 

Reporting 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

 

No 

3 Contractor states that all staff on site 
aware of IEE and EMP. Not able to 

verify this. Staff behavior with rubbish 
suggests they are not aware of 
requirements. CEMP copy not in 

office. 

Ensure all site 
workers are 

inducted, and 
existing workers are 
reminded of CEMP 

obligations. EMP 
copy to be placed in 
site office. 

Contractor has agreed to 
this 

2. Vegetation 

Management 

No vegetation to be removed outside of the road survey 

/ pipeline area. 

No character trees removed from the bore sites without 
approval of the engineer. 

Yes 

n/a 

 

4 Land clearance complete   

3. Groundwater 

Quality Control 

Careful construction around drill sites; 

Protocols for safe water well drilling being implemented 

No fuel or hazardous chemical storageat the worksite 
as per CEMP 

No 

 

Yes 

1 

 

3 

Drill sites now largely complete. 

 

No chemicals or fuel stored on site.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Waste 
management 

Construction waste disposed off correctly to Tapuhia 
 
Waste bins present at site office and work sites 

 
Prior to disposal, store all waste in suitable 
areas/receptacles to prevent hazards such as fires, 

attraction to vermin, dissemination of dust, leachate to 
groundwater 
 

No 
 
Yes 

 
 
No 

 
 
No 

3 
 

4 

 
 

3 

 
 

4 

 Waste bins are present on 
someworking sites 
 

Two huge bins inside the office. 
 
 

 
 

Waste management 
is overall better, but 
further 

improvements could 
be made. 
 

 
 
 

Ongoing waste clean-ups 
required as a regular site 
activity 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 

Mitigation 
Implementation 

Impacts Observed/Location 
Action Required 

(Corrective Action 

# & Date) 

Contractor 
Response/Comment 

Yes/No 
Effectiveness 

(1 to 5) 
 

No burning of waste materials 
 

Use existing toilet facility at TWB workshop area. 
Ensure facility remains in a hygienic condition. 
 

Minimise potential for illegal waste disposal in the 
roads. 

 
Yes 

 
Yes 
 

 
na 

 
 

4 
 

5. Noise 
Control 

Minimise sound generated by civil works by use of 
appropriate construction design, equipment and 
materials; 

Where possible, program work such that high noise 
levels occur at times of least impact. I.e. 0700 to 1830 
hrs, Monday to Saturday only as no work is allowed 

on Sunday; 

Where necessary and possible, fit plant and equipment 
with acoustic canopies and/or exhaust suppressors 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

 

na 

 

 

4 

Plant working at the time of the visit is 
well away from residential area. 

No issues  

6. Dust Control Use water trucks, when required, to wet areas that 
generate dust; 

Restrict construction activities to the minimum possible 

area; 

Stabilise disturbed areas as soon as practicable; 

Cover trucks that transport dusty materials; 

n/a  No complaints on any issues from 
neighbours. They are happy with their 
access roads upgraded, and have not 

voiced any issues with TWB staff or 
contractor. 

No dust issues at this 
time. 

 

7. 
Contaminated 
Soil 

Remediation 

Soil remediation being undertaken in accordance with 
specification 

All contaminated or possibly contaminated soil being 

conveyed to remediation site 

Remediation site with secure vegetation bunds 
preventing leakage of soil 

Biosol Green 2000 being used 

No  No contaminated soil moved to date. 
Bio-remediation area still needs to be 
prepared before any removal of soil. 

Some work has been done, but site 
requires additional improvements to 
ground protection and bund. 

Site instruction has 
been issued with an 
alternative method 

for the bio 
remediation process. 

Area is operating 
effectively 

 

8. General Site 
Management 

Install traffic barriers around work sites; 
 

Provide and maintain adequate warning signs at site 
boundaries and along excavations; 
 

yes 
 

No 
 
 

3 
 

2 
 
 

Some pipeline area has hazard tape in 
place along road, and hazard 

markings along trench for internal 
roads. The hazard tapes had been 

.Please check along 
any remaining open 

trenches and ensure 
they are visible 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 

Mitigation 
Implementation 

Impacts Observed/Location 
Action Required 

(Corrective Action 

# & Date) 

Contractor 
Response/Comment 

Yes/No 
Effectiveness 

(1 to 5) 
 

Provide suitable enclosed storage areas for 
construction materials and locate away from drainage 

lines; 
 
Manage all spoil to minimize blockage of drainage lines, 

dust generation, and to use as back-fill where 
appropriate; 
 

Minimize waste generated through reduction, reuse and 
recycling; 
 

Maintain site officeand amenities in good condition and 
keep surrounding areas clean and tidy. 
 

n/a 
 

 
 
yes 

 
 
 

yes 
 
 

yes 
 
 

 
 

 
4 
 

 
3 
 

 
3 
 

3 

removed for areas where trenches had 
been backfilled with cover soil. 

 
Grass along trenches has been 
slashed since last audit. 

 
Little opportunity for waste 
minimization  

 
 
 

House-keeping needs improvement, 
particularly with site staff increasing. 
 

 

(slash grass if 
required) 

 
 
Keep up general 

house-keeping in 
office and site. 
 

 

9. Community 

Disruption and 
Health Control 

Inform community and local authorities of project plans 

and schedule and location of proposed works; 
 
Provide appropriate signage and control to ensure 

safety; 
 
Where appropriate, provide opportunities for local 
householders (or community members) to be engaged 

in the construction activities. Particular attention should 
be given to providing work opportunities for women (as 
per the NUDSP Gender Action Plan) 

Yes 

 
 
Yes 

 
No 

3 

 
 

3 

 
1 
 

Communication OK – particularly 

being done through supervising 
engineers 
 

 
Contractor plans to use existing day 
labour as required without the need for 
new recruitment. 

No action required.   

Effectiveness rating; 1 = non-compliant - corrective actions required; 2 = partial compliance – corrective or alternative actions required; 3 = adequately implementing CEMP 
measures; 4 = more than adequately implementing CEMP measures; 5 = excellent compliance, incl. measures in addition to CEMP 
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CORRECTIVE ACTION REGISTER 

 

# Corrective Action Required 
Ref # & 

Date (from 
Engineer) 

Actions Implemented 
Date 

Checked 

 

Effectiveness/ Comments 

1 

A vegetation bund at the remediation site to be constructed 

according to specs and ‘guidance notes on remediation’ currently 
in draft form. 

Official Ref # 

from the 
Engineer 
required 

no 4/11 

11/12 

27/1 

 

24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

 

 

15/8 

 

 

16/9 

 

 

26/10 

 

 

24/2 

8/5 

 

9/6 

30/8 

This work needs to be completed in 

advance of moving any soil. It is 
critical that the rehabilitation area is 
prepared first. 

A new site instruction will be issued 
with revised soil bio-remediation 
method (due to the unavailability of 

Bio-sol). 

 

A new site instruction had been 

received by Contractor with an 
alternative soil bio-remediation 
method (due to the unavailability of 

Bio-sol). 

Site remains not ready to accept 
contaminated soil. Area to be 

prepared as per revised site 
instruction 

Site remains not ready to accept 

contaminated soil. Area to be 
prepared as per revised site 
instruction 

Some works undertaken. Needs 
further improvements, including 
more plastic protection at base, and 

completion of bund around 
perimeter. 

As above 

The bund around  the contaminate 
soil complete 

Reminder for the contractor to 

extend contaminate soil site 
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29/9 

27/10 

 

28/01/18 

28/03/18 

16/04/18 

25/05/18 

 

05/06/18 

24/07/18 

31/10/18 

Open side barriers need to be 
closed with grass bundle.  Need this 

works complete with no further 
damage to plastic liners 
underneath. 

As above 

The contractor closed the open side 
with grass bundle. 

As above 

Open side barrier need to closed 
with grass bundle 

As above 

The contractor closed the open side 
with grass bundle 

As above 

 

Site operating effectively 

2 

Traffic signs need to be put in place during the road works – 
sufficient would be a sign at all entrance points from main public 
roads to the works roads. And cones close to the operational area. 

 Yes - signs 

Yes - improved safety marking along 
open trench near sealed road, 

4/11 

 

24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

 

 

 

30/6 

 

 

 

15/8 

16/9 

Supervising engineer reported that 
traffic and safety management is 
now improved 

The safety tape along open trench 
next to sealed public road at 
Tongamai is still broken in places. 

Safety marking currently 
inadequate. Request that two lines 
of tape are installed and 

maintained to increase visibility. 

 

The safety tape along open trench 

next to sealed public road at 
Tongamai is in place. Some 
portions of the trenches had already 

been backfilled with soil and safety 
tapes had been removed from these 
places. 

The safety marking remains poor 
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26/10 

 

24/2 

 

 

8/5 

 

9/6 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07/18 

31/10/18 

The safety marking has really 
improved. 

Safety marking adequate at this 
time 

Some safety tape along open trench 

next to sealed public road at 
Tongamai is not visible for 
pedestrian . The trench along road 

from Tongamai to Mataki'eua with 
no safety tape to warn public. 

Safety marking has improved  

As above 

Safety marking has improved 

As above 

Need safety warning tape around 
open drench 

As Above 

Improvements in road sign 

 

Contractor installed some safety 

tape around TPL bill box 

Marking required along any 
remaining open trench (outlet pipe) 

3 

One large Project Sign to be erected.  yes 4/11 

28/03 

16/04 

 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

The project sign on site 

Project Sign was damage after the 
cyclone 

As above 

As above 

As above 

 

No further action required 

4 CEMP to be submitted and approved. Copy to be kept in site 

office. 

 Yes 11/12 CEMP approved, but no copy in 

office. To be corrected. 
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yes 27/1 

24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

15/8 

 

16/9 

 

26/10 

 

8/5 

9/6 

30/8 

 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

Still no copy in office (27/1 and 
24/2). 

CEMP copy in site office. 

 

CEMP copy in site office. 

CEMP in office.  

 

CEMP in office. 

CEMP not in office. Please ensure 
copy is on site. 
 

No copy in site office 

No copy in site office 

Need a printed copy of the CEMP in 

site office at all time and be clearly 
marked. 

CEMP Copy in site office 

As above 

As above 

No copy in site office 

No copy in site office 

No copy in site office 

No copy in site office 

 

No copy in site office 

5 

Burning waste is not to be undertaken (including organic material 
from land clearance) 

 yes 11/12 

27/1 

24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

No evidence of new burning 

 

No evidence of new burning 
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30/6 

15/8 

16/9 

26/10 

8/6 

9/6 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No evidence of new burning 

The contractor burn some waste  at 
the generator site at Tongamai area 

No waste burning on site 

No evidence of new burning 

As above 

As above 

No waste burning on site 

As above 

6 

Bin to be placed in site office  yes 11/12 

27/1 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

15/8 

 

 

16/9 

26/10 

 

24/02 

Bin now in place. Site office and 
work area requires improved 
house-keeping and waste 

management. 

 

 

Bin overly full in site office. General 
improvement in tidiness required. 

 

Bin now in place 

Bin needs emptying, and an overall 
improvement required in house-

keeping. 

Bin in place 
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08/05 

9/6 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

 

Bin needs emptying  

Two bin in site office 

Bin in site office but need to empty 

As above 

Waste Bin has been emptied  

 

Waste bin in site office 

No bin in site office 

Bin in site office 

As above 

Bin in site office 

As above 

7 

Contractor to source and procure Biosol for contaminated soil 
remediation 

 No longer relevant as bio-sol 
unavailable 

11/12 

27/1 

24/2 

30/3 

30/6  

15/8 

16/9 

26/10 

 

24/02 

8/05 

9/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

No longer relevant as bio-sol 
unavailable 

 

 

A site instruction had been received 
by Contractor for the alternative 

methodology for the bio-soil 
remediation process. Area still to be 
prepared. 

Area has improved, but needs 
completion and sign off from 
Engineer 

Fertilizer  been used for soil 
remediation process 

As above 

As above 

Fertilizer been used monthly 
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28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

As above 

As above 

Need fertilizer for soil remediation 
process 

As above 

Need fertilizer for soil remediation 

Process 

No issues 

No issues 

8 

Contractor to place first aid kit in site office  Yes, but too small. Requires upgrading 
to one appropriate for a construction 

site 

 

Yes. Now upgraded. Bare minimum, 

but it is an improvement 

27/1 

 

24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

15/8 

 

 

16/9 

 

26/10 

24/02 

08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

Contractor agreed to upgrade 

Still not upgraded – request that this 

be attended to. 

 

Resolved 

Need more supplies for the kit. 

Kit virtually empty and of limited 
use. Need to stock a proper first aid 

kit on site. 

 

First Aid kit supplies has been 

replaced and two other spare kits 
are at the office now. 

Supplies adequate 

As above 

Out of stock, need refill  

As above 

As above 

Need to refill First Aid Kit 

First Aid Kit has been out of stock 

and need refill 

No First Aid Kit 
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16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

As above 

No First Aid Kit  

Need First Aid Kit on site office 

As above 

 

9 

Care to be taken to minimize clearance of significant trees in new 
road/pipeline clearance area connecting water pipes through to 
new reservoir. 

  24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

 

15/8 

16/9 

26/10 

24/02 

 

 

08/05 

 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

No unnecessary land clearance 
undertaken. 

 

Some land clearance had been  
undertaken for the electric cables 
etc. Contractor is reminded to keep 

this to a minimum. 

No issues 

No issues 

No issues 

No Issues 

 

Contractor minimize clearance for 
the new road at Mataki'eua Well 
Field 

No issues 

No issues 

No issues 

 

No issues 

No issues 

 

No issues 

No issues 

Contractor  is reminded to minimize 
clearance  
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No issue 

10 

Repair the safety tape and install 2 lines of tape along the sealed 

public road at Tongamai. This is necessary to improve the visibility 
of the safety hazard. 

 Yes-Needs further improvement and 

continual maintenance. 

30/3 

16/5 

 

30/6 

15/8 

 

 

16/9 

24/02 

 

08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

 

 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

 

Safety taping must be regularly 

inspected and repaired as required. 

 

As above 

Tape still poor in many areas, 
providing public with inadequate 
warning of trenches on site. 

Safety hazard warning tapes had 
been upgraded. 

Some tape are not clear enough for 

public 

Some place need a proper warning 
tape 

Safety tape has been improved 

As above 

Need to repair some safety tape 

around open trenches 

Safety tape been install on open 
trenches and the reservoir 

construction site 

As above 

Need to upgrade safety tape around  

drenching area 

As above 

Existing Reservoir Trench need a 

safety warning tape  

Safety warning tape been improved 

As above 

11 
Slash the grass along the trenches on the internal roads to 
improve visibility of this hazard 

 Yes grass slashed. Will need continued 
monitoring and maintenance. 

16/5 

30/6 
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16/9 

26/10 

24/02 

08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

 

Contractor requested to continue to 
ensure grass is slashed along any 

open trenches. 

Comment as above 

As above 

As above 

As above 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contractor  has been reminded to 
slash grass along pipeline 

The Contractor slashed grass along 

pipeline at Tongamai area 

12 

Place a bin at the active well drilling site and the reservoir work 
area. Instruct all site workers and visitors to dispose of their waste 

properly. 

 Yes. Bins are now in place at active drill 
sites and reservoir site. 

16/5 

30/6 

 

15/8 

 

 

 

16/9 

 

26/10 

24/02 

08/05 

Contractor MUST ensure there are 
adequate waste receptacles at 

each work site, and supervise 
workers and site visitors to ensure 
they do the right thing with waste. 

No bins in place on construction 
sites. Waste accumulating 
throughout the works. 

Unacceptable waste management 
practices on site. 

Huge improvement in site waste 

management 

Waste management remains 
improved. Need bins in place and 

used at reservoir site. 

Need bins in place 

As above 
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09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

No bins in reservoir site.  

As above 

No bin on reservoir site 

No bin at the reservoir work area 

 

Need bins in place 

As above 

 

13 

Clean up construction waste dump area behind embankment at 
pump house construction site, and ensure waste is disposed of 
properly. Improve supervision of site workers and visitors to 

ensure they dispose of waste in accordance with CEMP. 

 Yes waste had been cleared from 
construction site. 

30/6 

 

15/8 

 

 

 

16/9 

26/10 

24/02 

08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

 

28/01 

 

28/03 

Contractor must ensure waste is 
disposed properly and in 
accordance with CEMP. 

This waste area was cleaned up, 
but overall waste management 
practices remain poor 

 

Overall waste management 
practices has improved 

As above 

Some area at the new reservoir 
need clean up 

As above 

As above 

 

Contractor need to clean up all 
construction waste around the 
reservoir and the area behind   

Contractor clean construction waste 
around reservoir site 
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16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

Contractor need to clean 
construction waste around reservoir 

site and site office 

Need Cleanup around reservoir site 

As above 

The contractor had been clean up 
all waste around ne reservoir site 

As above 

15 

Provide safety markings around open drilling fluid circulation 
pits.Trenches are plastic lined making it difficult for a child to climb 
out if they have fallen in. Open drilling pits must be marked with 

highly visible tape between stakes, or using plastic bollards and 
tape. 

 Yes- The open drilling pits from last 
audit, the ones on the main road had 
been closed. 

30/6 

 

 

15/8 

16/9 

26/10 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

For new open drilling pits, must be 
marked with highly visible tape 
between stakes, or using plastic 

bollards and tape. 

Pits are inadequately protected, 
exposing general public to 

unacceptable level of risk 

Drilling now largely complete. 

As above 

As above 

As above 

As above 

No issues 

As above 

 

16 

TWB-02  

 Open pit at Popua near the Monford turn-off. 

  30/8 

 

 

29/9 

 

27/10 

28/01 

The contractor needs to clear the 
over-grown vegetation. Need to 
replace the warning tape and 

security fence around open pit.  

The Contractor had been repair 
security fence around the open pit 
and the warning tape in place. 

As above 

As above 
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF SITE INSPECTION – 31ST

 OCTOBER  2018 –  SITE INSPECTION. 
 

  
Photo 1- Borehole 128 Connection to Main 
Pipeline 

Photo 2- Outlet Pipeline Installation and backfilling 

28/03 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 
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Photo 3 – Outlet Pipeline Connection Photo 4 –Pump House 128 
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Mateki’eua Contract 

Construction Environmental Management 
Monitoring Report # 27: December 2018 

4 INTRODUCTION 

4.1 Background to this Document 

The Nuku’alofa Urban Development Sector Project is co-funded by the Asian Development Bank and 

the Australian Government (through DFAT), with the support of the Government of Tonga. One of 

the priorities identified to improve the urban environment in Nuku’alofa is to provide assistance to 

the Tonga Water Board to upgrade water supply, production, storage and distribution. 

As set out in the Tonga Water Board Act 2000, TWB is governed by and functions in accordance with 

the Act to provide water supply services for domestic, stock, horticultural, industrial, commercial, 

recreational, environmental and other beneficial uses, in any area in which it may be appointed to 

do so under this Act.The town of Nuku’alofa is currently served from the Mataki’eua and Tongamai 

well fields managed by TWB. 

The bore field for the urban water supply currently comprises 39 wells with 29 at Mataki’eua and 11 

on the Tongamai extension. The current works will provide an additional 12 bores and replace 6 

collapsed bores as well convert all remaining diesel pumps to electrical pumps. Ancillary works will 

include road upgrading and services installation (power and water) as well as the construction of a 

4,000m3 reservoir. During the works, soil contaminated with hydro-carbons will be removed, and 

remediated on site. 

4.2 Site Values 

Site values or qualities which have been identified that require protection at Mataki’eua-Tongamai 

include: 

Ø Groundwater 

Ø Roadside trees, and trees at the new bore sites 

4.3 Environmental Issues 

In undertaking the Mataki’eua Civil Works Contract the following environmental issues need to be 

addressed: 

Ø Unnecessary removal of mature trees and vegetation during road works and new well 

siting; 

Ø Contamination of the groundwater during the works; 

Ø Poor construction waste management; 

Ø Inappropriate sanitary arrangements; 

Ø Poorly implemented soil remediation works; 

Ø Dust generation during roadworks; 

Ø Absence of traffic management during roadworks; 

Ø Excessive noise from construction plant; and, 

Ø Non-compliant health and safety measures. 

4.4 Purpose of this Document 

The purpose of this document is to fulfill NUSDP’s monitoring requirements of the Mataki’eua Civil 

Works Contract –Contractor’s Environmental Management Plan, for the Asian Development Bank.  

This is the twenty-sixth CEMP monitoring report. The Environment and Social Unit (ESU) of the 

Project Management Unit undertakes these inspections on a monthly basis for the duration of the 

contract period. 
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4.5 Circulation of this Document - This report is circulated by the NUDSP PMU to the following: 
TWB  -SioneFinau (Acting CEO), QuddusFielea (Engineering Manager TWB), Nafe Tufui (TWB) 
PMU -ESU Team – PetiVeikoso (Urban Planner), Lolo Fotu (Urban Planner),) 
PIAC - Seventeen Toumoua (Engineer to the Contract), Sonia Chirgwin (Waste Management Advisor), 
SuliasiHavea (Environmental Specialist) 
Contractors – Ghao Dong, Daniel Zhao (CCECC) 
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MATAKI’EUA CIVIL WORKS CONTRACT 
CONSTRUCTION ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT MONITORING REPORT 

 

Date of Inspection: 
10th December 2018 

Recorder: 
Suliasi Havea 

Inspection Team: PUMD ESU/NUDSP: SH, MT, SC 
Contractor: DZ 
Other:   

Nature of Inspection:27th Monthly Report 

Weather Conditions: Fine sunny day  

Site Condition: Firm – The site and roads remain in good condition.  

Extent of Works: The works have now entered the practical completion stage with only minor works remaining. As such, this is the final site audit for the TWB-01 contract. 

General Comment and Observations:  

14. All works have reached the stage of practical completion. The site engineers remain to supervise outstanding issues to remedy, but contract is now in completions stage≥ 
Therefore this is the final ESU site audit. 

15. Before completion, the Contractor is required to undertake final waste collection and disposal from all work sites, particularly around the outlet and reservoir works. All 
waste must be taken off site for disposal. 

16. As a community service, clean any illegally dumped waste within the site and remove to Tapuhia landfill. It needs to be noted that this is not part of the contractor 
requirement, and that ongoing dumping will need to be managed by TWB.  

17. The soil rehabilitation area must be completed and handed over to TWB. The area has become overgrown with vegetation. All vegetation growing from the contaminated 
soil to be cleared to allow ongoing access. The soil is to be turned one more time, with additives (urea or NPK) used to assist in the decomposition process (see soil 
rehabilitation site instruction) When turning the soil, ensure the integrity of plastic ground liner is maintained, and that vegetative bund is kept in place on completion of the 
soil turning. Once handed over to TWB, they can either keep the soil in situ, or it can be transported to Tapuhia Landfill site for use as landfill cover. The soil should not be 
given for residential or agricultural use. 

18. At all sites, the area must be restored to a neat and finished state prior to handover. All trenches will be filled in and surface areas level and clear of any debris or rubbish.  

 

There will be an additional site visit in 2019 to check compliance with these final requirements. 
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INSPECTION CHECKLIST 

 Action/Mitigation Measure 

Mitigation 
Implementation 

Impacts Observed/Location 
Action Required 

(Corrective Action 
# & Date) 

Contractor 
Response/Comment 

Yes/No 
Effectiveness 

(1 to 5) 
 

1. Contractor 
environmental 
awareness, 
inspection and 

reporting 

Aware of environmental management requirements  

Has copy of IEE, EMP; 

Delivering training and/or awareness to staff (staff 
induction, tool box meetings) 

Daily/weekly inspections 

Reporting 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

 

No 

3 Contractor states that all staff on site 
aware of IEE and EMP. Not able to 
verify this. Staff behavior with rubbish 
suggests they are not aware of 

requirements. CEMP copy not in 
office. 

Ensure all site 
workers are 
inducted, and 
existing workers are 

reminded of CEMP 
obligations. EMP 
copy to be placed in 

site office. 

Contractor reminded that 
for future contracts, this is 
a simple matter to comply 
with. 

2. Vegetation 
Management 

No vegetation to be removed outside of the road survey 
/ pipeline area. 

No character trees removed from the bore sites without 

approval of the engineer. 

Yes 

n/a 

 

4 Land clearance complete  No further action 

3. Groundwater 
Quality Control 

Careful construction around drill sites; 

Protocols for safe water well drilling being implemented 

No fuel or hazardous chemical storageat the worksite 

as per CEMP 

No 

 

Yes 

1 

 

3 

Drill sites now largely complete. 

 

No chemicals or fuel stored on site.  

  

 

No further action 

 

 

 

 

4. Waste 
management 

Construction waste disposed off correctly to Tapuhia 
 

Waste bins present at site office and work sites 
 
Prior to disposal, store all waste in suitable 

areas/receptacles to prevent hazards such as fires, 
attraction to vermin, dissemination of dust, leachate to 
groundwater 

 
No burning of waste materials 
 

No 
 

Yes 
 
 

No 
 
 

No 
 
Yes 

 

3 
 

4 
 
 

3 
 
 

4 
 
 

4 

 Waste bins are present on 
someworking sites 

 
Two huge bins inside the office. 
 

 
 
 

Waste management 
is overall better, but 

further 
improvements could 
be made. 

 
 
 

 

Final and through waste 
clean up of all work sites 

prior to project completion. 
No material to be disposed 
of on site. 

 

Illegally dumped rubbish to 
be transported to Tapuhia 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 

Mitigation 
Implementation 

Impacts Observed/Location 
Action Required 

(Corrective Action 
# & Date) 

Contractor 
Response/Comment 

Yes/No 
Effectiveness 

(1 to 5) 
 

Use existing toilet facility at TWB workshop area. 
Ensure facility remains in a hygienic condition. 
 

Minimise potential for illegal waste disposal in the 
roads. 

Yes 
 
 

na 

 as a community service by 
Contractor 

5. Noise 

Control 

Minimise sound generated by civil works by use of 

appropriate construction design, equipment and 
materials; 

Where possible, program work such that high noise 

levels occur at times of least impact. I.e. 0700 to 1830 
hrs, Monday to Saturday only as no work is allowed 
on Sunday; 

Where necessary and possible, fit plant and equipment 
with acoustic canopies and/or exhaust suppressors 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

 

na 

 

 

4 

Plant working at the time of the visit is 

well away from residential area. 

No issues No further action 

6. Dust Control Use water trucks, when required, to wet areas that 

generate dust; 

Restrict construction activities to the minimum possible 
area; 

Stabilise disturbed areas as soon as practicable; 

Cover trucks that transport dusty materials; 

n/a  No complaints on any issues from 

neighbours. They are happy with their 
access roads upgraded, and have not 
voiced any issues with TWB staff or 

contractor. 

No dust issues at this 

time. 

No further action 

7. 

Contaminated 
Soil 
Remediation 

Soil remediation being undertaken in accordance with 

specification 

All contaminated or possibly contaminated soil being 
conveyed to remediation site 

Remediation site with secure vegetation bunds 
preventing leakage of soil 

Biosol Green 2000 being used 

No  No contaminated soil moved to date. 

Bio-remediation area still needs to be 
prepared before any removal of soil. 
Some work has been done, but site 

requires additional improvements to 
ground protection and bund. 

Site instruction has 

been issued with an 
alternative method 
for the bio 

remediation process. 

Clear all vegetation from 

contaminated soil site. 

Turn over all soil to assist 
with oxygenation, ensuring 

plastic lining remains 
intact. 

Apply NPK or urea as per 

site instruction 

Hand over to TWB 

8. General Site 

Management 

Install traffic barriers around work sites; 

 
Provide and maintain adequate warning signs at site 
boundaries and along excavations; 

 

yes 

 
No 
 

 
n/a 
 

3 

 
2 
 

 
 
 

Some pipeline area has hazard tape in 

place along road, and hazard 
markings along trench for internal 
roads. The hazard tapes had been 

removed for areas where trenches had 
been backfilled with cover soil. 
 

.Please check along 

any remaining open 
trenches and ensure 
they are visible 

(slash grass if 
required) 
 

 

Final infill of all trench 
areas. Levelling and 
cleaning of all work sites, 

enabling hand over in a tidy 
and well maintained status 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 

Mitigation 
Implementation 

Impacts Observed/Location 
Action Required 

(Corrective Action 
# & Date) 

Contractor 
Response/Comment 

Yes/No 
Effectiveness 

(1 to 5) 
 

Provide suitable enclosed storage areas for 
construction materials and locate away from drainage 
lines; 

 
Manage all spoil to minimize blockage of drainage lines, 
dust generation, and to use as back-fill where 
appropriate; 

 
Minimize waste generated through reduction, reuse and 
recycling; 

 
Maintain site officeand amenities in good condition and 
keep surrounding areas clean and tidy. 

 

 
 
yes 

 
 
 
yes 

 
 
yes 

 
 

 
4 
 

 
3 
 
 

3 
 

3 

Grass along trenches has been 
slashed since last audit. 
 

Little opportunity for waste 
minimization  
 
 

 
House-keeping needs improvement, 
particularly with site staff increasing. 

 
 

 
Keep up general 
house-keeping in 

office and site. 
 
 

9. Community 

Disruption and 
Health Control 

Inform community and local authorities of project plans 

and schedule and location of proposed works; 
 
Provide appropriate signage and control to ensure 

safety; 
 
Where appropriate, provide opportunities for local 

householders (or community members) to be engaged 
in the construction activities. Particular attention should 
be given to providing work opportunities for women (as 

per the NUDSP Gender Action Plan) 

Yes 

 
 
Yes 

 
No 

3 

 
 

3 

 
1 
 

Communication OK – particularly 

being done through supervising 
engineers 
 

 
Contractor plans to use existing day 
labour as required without the need for 

new recruitment. 

No action required.  No further action 

Effectiveness rating; 1 = non-compliant - corrective actions required; 2 = partial compliance – corrective or alternative actions required; 3 = adequately implementing CEMP measures; 4 = more 
than adequately implementing CEMP measures; 5 = excellent compliance, incl. measures in addition to CEMP 
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CORRECTIVE ACTION REGISTER 

 

# Corrective Action Required 
Ref # & 

Date (from 
Engineer) 

Actions Implemented 
Date 

Checked 

 

Effectiveness/ Comments 

1 

A vegetation bund at the remediation site to be constructed 
according to specs and ‘guidance notes on remediation’ currently 
in draft form. 

Official Ref # 
from the 
Engineer 

required 

no 4/11 

11/12 

27/1 

 

24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

 

 

15/8 

 

 

16/9 

 

 

26/10 

 

 

24/2 

8/5 

 

9/6 

30/8 

 

 

This work needs to be completed in 
advance of moving any soil. It is 
critical that the rehabilitation area is 

prepared first. 

A new site instruction will be issued 
with revised soil bio-remediation 

method (due to the unavailability of 
Bio-sol). 

 

A new site instruction had been 
received by Contractor with an 
alternative soil bio-remediation 

method (due to the unavailability of 
Bio-sol). 

Site remains not ready to accept 

contaminated soil. Area to be 
prepared as per revised site 
instruction 

Site remains not ready to accept 
contaminated soil. Area to be 
prepared as per revised site 

instruction 

Some works undertaken. Needs 
further improvements, including 

more plastic protection at base, and 
completion of bund around 
perimeter. 

As above 

The bund around  the contaminate 
soil complete 

Reminder for the contractor to 
extend contaminate soil site 

Open side barriers need to be 

closed with grass bundle.  Need this 
works complete with no further 
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29/9 

27/10 

 

28/01/18 

28/03/18 

16/04/18 

25/05/18 

 

05/06/18 

24/07/18 

31/10/18 

10/12/18 

damage to plastic liners 

underneath. 

As above 

The contractor closed the open side 

with grass bundle. 

As above 

Open side barrier need to closed 

with grass bundle 

As above 

The contractor closed the open side 

with grass bundle 

As above 

Site operating effectively 

Clearance of vegetation, turning 
over of all contaminated soil and 
application of NPK or urea 

2 

Traffic signs need to be put in place during the road works – 
sufficient would be a sign at all entrance points from main public 
roads to the works roads. And cones close to the operational area. 

 Yes - signs 

Yes - improved safety marking along 
open trench near sealed road, 

4/11 

 

24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

 

 

 

30/6 

 

 

 

15/8 

16/9 

 

26/10 

 

Supervising engineer reported that 
traffic and safety management is 
now improved 

The safety tape along open trench 
next to sealed public road at 
Tongamai is still broken in places. 

Safety marking currently 
inadequate. Request that two lines 
of tape are installed and 

maintained to increase visibility. 

 

The safety tape along open trench 

next to sealed public road at 
Tongamai is in place. Some 
portions of the trenches had already 

been backfilled with soil and safety 
tapes had been removed from these 
places. 

The safety marking remains poor 

The safety marking has really 
improved. 

Safety marking adequate at this 
time 
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24/2 

 

 

8/5 

 

9/6 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07/18 

31/10/18 

 

10/12/18 

Some safety tape along open trench 

next to sealed public road at 
Tongamai is not visible for 
pedestrian . The trench along road 

from Tongamai to Mataki'eua with 
no safety tape to warn public. 

Safety marking has improved  

As above 

Safety marking has improved 

As above 

Need safety warning tape around 
open drench 

As Above 

Improvements in road sign 

 

Contractor installed some safety 

tape around TPL bill box 

Marking required along any 
remaining open trench (outlet pipe) 

Clean up of all safety markings once 
site works are completed, including 
site restoration 

3 

One large Project Sign to be erected.  yes 4/11 

28/03 

16/04 

 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

The project sign on site 

Project Sign was damage after the 
cyclone 

As above 

As above 

As above 

 

No further action required 

4 

CEMP to be submitted and approved. Copy to be kept in site 
office. 

 Yes 

yes 

11/12 

27/1 

24/2 

30/3 

CEMP approved, but no copy in 
office. To be corrected. 

Still no copy in office (27/1 and 

24/2). 

CEMP copy in site office. 
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16/5 

30/6 

15/8 

 

16/9 

 

26/10 

 

8/5 

9/6 

30/8 

 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

10/12 

 

CEMP copy in site office. 

CEMP in office.  

 

CEMP in office. 

CEMP not in office. Please ensure 
copy is on site. 

 

No copy in site office 

No copy in site office 

Need a printed copy of the CEMP in 
site office at all time and be clearly 
marked. 

CEMP Copy in site office 

As above 

As above 

No copy in site office 

No copy in site office 

No copy in site office 

No copy in site office 

 

No copy in site office 

No further action required 

5 

Burning waste is not to be undertaken (including organic material 
from land clearance) 

 yes 11/12 

27/1 

24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

15/8 

16/9 

No evidence of new burning 

 

No evidence of new burning 
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26/10 

8/6 

9/6 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

10/12 

 

 

 

 

No evidence of new burning 

The contractor burn some waste  at 
the generator site at Tongamai area 

No waste burning on site 

No evidence of new burning 

As above 

As above 

No waste burning on site 

As above 

 

Ensure all waste in final clean up is 
taken to Tapuhia 

6 

Bin to be placed in site office  yes 11/12 

27/1 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

15/8 

 

 

16/9 

26/10 

 

24/02 

08/05 

9/6 

30/8 

Bin now in place. Site office and 
work area requires improved 
house-keeping and waste 

management. 

 

 

Bin overly full in site office. General 
improvement in tidiness required. 

 

Bin now in place 

Bin needs emptying, and an overall 
improvement required in house-

keeping. 

Bin in place 

Bin needs emptying  

Two bin in site office 

Bin in site office but need to empty 

As above 
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29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

10/12 

 

Waste Bin has been emptied  

 

Waste bin in site office 

No bin in site office 

Bin in site office 

As above 

Bin in site office 

As above 

 

No further action required 

7 

Contractor to source and procure Biosol for contaminated soil 

remediation 

 No longer relevant as bio-sol 

unavailable 

11/12 

27/1 

24/2 

30/3 

30/6  

15/8 

16/9 

26/10 

 

24/02 

8/05 

9/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

No longer relevant as bio-sol 

unavailable 

 

 

A site instruction had been received 
by Contractor for the alternative 
methodology for the bio-soil 

remediation process. Area still to be 
prepared. 

Area has improved, but needs 

completion and sign off from 
Engineer 

Fertilizer  been used for soil 

remediation process 

As above 

As above 

Fertilizer been used monthly 

 

As above 

As above 

Need fertilizer for soil remediation 
process 
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25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

 

10/12 

As above 

Need fertilizer for soil remediation 

Process 

No issues 

No issues 

Clearance of vegetation, turning 
over of all contaminated soil and 

application of NPK or urea 

8 

Contractor to place first aid kit in site office  Yes, but too small. Requires upgrading 

to one appropriate for a construction 
site 

 

Yes. Now upgraded. Bare minimum, 

but it is an improvement 

27/1 

 

24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

15/8 

 

 

16/9 

 

26/10 

24/02 

08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

Contractor agreed to upgrade 

Still not upgraded – request that this 
be attended to. 

 

Resolved 

Need more supplies for the kit. 

Kit virtually empty and of limited 
use. Need to stock a proper first aid 

kit on site. 

 

First Aid kit supplies has been 

replaced and two other spare kits 
are at the office now. 

Supplies adequate 

As above 

Out of stock, need refill  

As above 

As above 

Need to refill First Aid Kit 

First Aid Kit has been out of stock 

and need refill 

No First Aid Kit 

As above 

No First Aid Kit  

Need First Aid Kit on site office 

As above 
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24/07 

31/10 

10/12 

 

 

No further action required, except a 
reminder to contractor that this 

simple compliance action needs to 
be improved in any future contracts, 
as worker and community safety are 

a priority 

 

9 

Care to be taken to minimize clearance of significant trees in new 
road/pipeline clearance area connecting water pipes through to 
new reservoir. 

  24/2 

30/3 

16/5 

30/6 

 

15/8 

16/9 

26/10 

24/02 

 

 

08/05 

 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

No unnecessary land clearance 
undertaken. 

 

Some land clearance had been  

undertaken for the electric cables 
etc. Contractor is reminded to keep 
this to a minimum. 

No issues 

No issues 

No issues 

No Issues 

 

Contractor minimize clearance for 

the new road at Mataki'eua Well 
Field 

No issues 

No issues 

No issues 

 

No issues 

No issues 

 

No issues 

No issues 

Contractor  is reminded to minimize 

clearance  
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31/10 

10/12 

No issue 

No further action required 

10 

Repair the safety tape and install 2 lines of tape along the sealed 

public road at Tongamai. This is necessary to improve the visibility 
of the safety hazard. 

 Yes-Needs further improvement and 

continual maintenance. 

30/3 

16/5 

 

30/6 

15/8 

 

 

16/9 

24/02 

 

08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

 

 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

 

10/12 

 

Safety taping must be regularly 

inspected and repaired as required. 

 

As above 

Tape still poor in many areas, 
providing public with inadequate 
warning of trenches on site. 

Safety hazard warning tapes had 
been upgraded. 

Some tape are not clear enough for 
public 

Some place need a proper warning 
tape 

Safety tape has been improved 

As above 

Need to repair some safety tape 
around open trenches 

Safety tape been install on open 
trenches and the reservoir 
construction site 

As above 

Need to upgrade safety tape around  
drenching area 

As above 

Existing Reservoir Trench need a 
safety warning tape  

Safety warning tape been improved 

As above 

No further action required 
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11 

Slash the grass along the trenches on the internal roads to 

improve visibility of this hazard 

 Yes grass slashed. Will need continued 

monitoring and maintenance. 

16/5 

30/6 

16/9 

26/10 

24/02 

08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

 

10/12 

 

 

Contractor requested to continue to 
ensure grass is slashed along any 
open trenches. 

Comment as above 

As above 

As above 

As above 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contractor  has been reminded to 

slash grass along pipeline 

The Contractor slashed grass along 
pipeline at Tongamai area 

 

No further action required 

12 

Place a bin at the active well drilling site and the reservoir work 
area. Instruct all site workers and visitors to dispose of their waste 

properly. 

 Yes. Bins are now in place at active drill 
sites and reservoir site. 

16/5 

30/6 

 

15/8 

 

 

 

16/9 

 

26/10 

Contractor MUST ensure there are 
adequate waste receptacles at 

each work site, and supervise 
workers and site visitors to ensure 
they do the right thing with waste. 

No bins in place on construction 
sites. Waste accumulating 
throughout the works. 

Unacceptable waste management 
practices on site. 

Huge improvement in site waste 

management 
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24/02 

08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

10/12 

Waste management remains 

improved. Need bins in place and 
used at reservoir site. 

Need bins in place 

As above 

No bins in reservoir site.  

As above 

No bin on reservoir site 

No bin at the reservoir work area 

 

Need bins in place 

As above 

 

 

No further action required 

13 

Clean up construction waste dump area behind embankment at 

pump house construction site, and ensure waste is disposed of 
properly. Improve supervision of site workers and visitors to 
ensure they dispose of waste in accordance with CEMP. 

 Yes waste had been cleared from 

construction site. 

30/6 

 

15/8 

 

 

 

16/9 

26/10 

24/02 

08/05 

09/06 

30/8 

29/9 

27/10 

 

28/01 

Contractor must ensure waste is 

disposed properly and in 
accordance with CEMP. 

This waste area was cleaned up, 

but overall waste management 
practices remain poor 

 

Overall waste management 
practices has improved 

As above 

Some area at the new reservoir 
need clean up 

As above 

As above 

 

Contractor need to clean up all 

construction waste around the 
reservoir and the area behind   

Contractor clean construction waste 

around reservoir site 
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28/03 

 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

10/12 

Contractor need to clean 

construction waste around reservoir 
site and site office 

Need Cleanup around reservoir site 

As above 

The contractor had been clean up 
all waste around ne reservoir site 

As above 

Final complete waste clean up and 
disposal from site prior to handover 

15 

Provide safety markings around open drilling fluid circulation 
pits.Trenches are plastic lined making it difficult for a child to climb 
out if they have fallen in. Open drilling pits must be marked with 
highly visible tape between stakes, or using plastic bollards and 

tape. 

 Yes- The open drilling pits from last 
audit, the ones on the main road had 
been closed. 

30/6 

 

 

15/8 

16/9 

26/10 

29/9 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

16/04 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

10/12 

For new open drilling pits, must be 
marked with highly visible tape 
between stakes, or using plastic 
bollards and tape. 

Pits are inadequately protected, 
exposing general public to 
unacceptable level of risk 

Drilling now largely complete. 

As above 

As above 

As above 

As above 

No issues 

As above 

 

 

No further action required 

 

16 

TWB-02  

 Open pit at Popua near the Monford turn-off. 

  30/8 

 

 

29/9 

 

The contractor needs to clear the 
over-grown vegetation. Need to 
replace the warning tape and 

security fence around open pit.  

The Contractor had been repair 
security fence around the open pit 

and the warning tape in place. 
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF SITE INSPECTION – 10TH

 DECEMBER  2018 – SITE I. 
 

 
 

Photo 1- Stockpiled soil for remaining backfill works 
and site restoration 

Photo 2- Final open connection trench at pumphouse 128 
for completion 

27/10 

28/01 

28/03 

25/05 

05/06 

24/07 

31/10 

 

10/12 

 

 

As above 

As above 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No further action required 
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Photo 3 – Illegal waste dumping. Contractor has 
agreeed to remove, but once site is handed over, 
TWB will need an illegal dumping strategy 

Photo 4 –Example of remaining site area to be completed 
and restored prior to handovder 

  
Reservoir site requiring final completion and 
restoration works 

Contaminated soil area. Vegetation has overgrown the site. 
Must be cleared, and soil turned with nutrient applied (NPK 
or urea) prior to handover to TWB 
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ANNEX F - Audit Report for Septage Bed Construction 

WAL 11A – Construction of new septage beds and associated works at Tapuhia Landfill  

INSPECTION CHECKLIST 

Date   5/12/18        Auditors  Sonia Chirgwin and Suliasi Havea        
Contractor Representative  Fletchers Construction 
 
Site works underway. Approximately 45% complete. Works being well managed with work plan and safety briefing notes on site.  
 

 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Comments / Actions Required 
Yes/No 

1. Contractor 
environmental 
awareness 

Contractor Environmental Management Plan Submitted 

 
 

Yes High level of engagement on site safety and 
environmental management  

2. Earthworks Site disturbance to be kept to a minimum, especially 
vegetation clearance 
 

Yes Mango tree removed as per site plan 

Topsoil removed and stockpiled next to 
construction site (as per WAL instruction) 

3. Site Safety Any excavations or works areas to be clearly marked so that 
site users or pedestrians stay clear of the works area. 

All construction workers to be wearing appropriate shoes 
and high visibility vests. 

First aid kit to be present on site or in site vehicle 

Yes 

Yes 

 

Yes 

Site safety standards very high 

4. Waste 
management 

Any waste produced on site must be disposed of correctly to 
Tapuhia 

Waste bin to be present on work site to ensure there is no 
littering. 

Yes Using Waste Transfer Station site bin 

5. Noise 
Control 

Minimise sound generated by civil works by use of 
appropriate construction design, equipment and materials 

Yes No issues 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Comments / Actions Required 
Yes/No 

 

6. Dust 
Control 

Use water when necessary to minimize the creation of dust 
N/A No issues 

7. Community 
Disruption  

Inform Tapuhia staff of project plans, including schedule and 
location of proposed works 

Ensure good communication is in place, and that disruption 
to site users is minimized. Liaise with WAL to ensure they 
know of planned disruptions to area.  

Yes 

 

Yes 

Alternative access to existing septic bed has 
been installed. No disruptions to site activities. 
Good working relationship with WAL site staff. 
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PHOTOS FROM SITE INSPECTION 
 

 

 

 

 
Photo 1: Construction Site Access Photo 2: Site Safety Sign 

 

 

 

 
Photo 3: Install Formwork for Concrete Photo 4: Rear Access To Construction Site 
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ANNEX G - Audit for Construction of Household Sanitation Facilities  
 

WAL 18 – Upgrading sanitation facilities for 10 poor / vulnerable households  

INSPECTION CHECKLIST 

 

DATE    18/12/2018       AUDITORS   SULIASI HAVEA, MONALISA TUKUAFU, VILI  LEHA’ULI       

CONTRACTOR REPRESENTATIVE    ISITOLO LUI           ______ 

These are the households that were covered in this audit, with site inspections undertaken for those where the works have commenced. Previous to these 
inspections, all sites were visited a number of times during the planning stages by the ESU team, to ensure the eligibility for the assistance, and make sure that 
all social and environmental risks were identified and mitigated. 
 

ID Household Names Location Working Progress 

(%) 

Audit #1 (Yes/No) 

18/12/2018 

Audit #2 (Yes/No) 

25/012019 

1 ‘Anitoni Fa’apoi Kolofo’ou 30 Yes  

2 ‘Ana Sika Kolofo’ou 65 Yes  

3 Seini ‘Unufe Tofoa 50 Yes  

4 Saula Vakapuna Tofoa 65 Yes  

5 Simione Loketi Tofoa 65 Yes  

6 Sela Tangulu Kolomotu’a 65 Yes  

7 Olomai Ngu Pasoni Kolofo’ou 0 No  

8 Sosaia Tulikihakau Halaleva/Anana 0 No  

9 Simione Tamale Popua 0 No  
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10 Sioeli Tu’akalau Patangata 0 No  

 
The issues to be addressed by the contractor following the first inspection are as follows: 

• Contractor must supply simple Contractor Environmental Management Plan for the works 

• Improve staff safety by supplying work boots and high visibility vests. A first aid kit must be present on all work sites. 

• Improve safety to residents by installing safety taping around work sites and talking to them about not allowing access (especially children) 

• Ensure open septic tanks are covered during non-work hours. 
 
 

HOUSEHOLD ID: 1 HOUSEHOLD NAME:  ‘ANITONI FA’APOI         LOCATION:  KOLOFO’OU 
 

 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Date 
Checked 

Comments / Actions Required 

Yes/No  

1. Contractor 
environmental 
awareness 

Contractor Environmental Management Plan Submitted 

 
 

No 18/12 Contractor has agreed during site 
visit to submitted this document as 
soon as possible 

2. Earthworks Site disturbance to be kept to a minimum, especially 
vegetation clearance 
 
Ensure services are located prior to excavations to avoid 
damage to other service provision infrastructure, and 
disruptions to businesses and households. 
 
Trees or over-hanging branches over the works may be 
removed, but with the view of minimal disturbance to allow 
regrowth after the works period. In cases where the 
vegetation is incompatible with the completed works, trees 
may be removed with the Engineer’s approval 

Cleared and grubbed material may be re-used as backfill – 
prevent as far as possible the loss of topsoil. 
 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

 

 

 

Yes 

18/12 

 

18/12 

 

18/12 

 

 

 

 

18/12 

All clearance complete 

 

No Issue 

 

There are few mango trees 
branches that need to cut down. 
Contractor understands the need 
for minimal disturbance. 

 

 

No issues 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Date 
Checked 

Comments / Actions Required 

Yes/No  

Following all works, surface shall be left in a tidy, level and 
uniform condition. 
 
Stockpile of topsoil to be at convenient approved location 
(not causing obstruction for household members, and not 
creating impact through sedimentation or run-off) 
 

 

N/A 

 

N/A 

 

Top soil from excavation of the 
septic tank will reused for filling 
material 

No sedimentation issues from 
current stockpile. Remediation to be 
assessed at end of works 

3. Site Safety Any excavations or works areas to be clearly marked so 
that household members stay clear of the works area. Take 
particular care to ensure children are not exposed to risk. 

Minimise time that trenches are left open 

All construction workers to be wearing appropriate shoes 
and high visibility vests. 

First aid kit to be present on site or in site vehicle 

No 

 

Yes 

 

No 

 

No 

18/12 

 

18/12 

 

18/12 

 

18/12 

No safety warning tape on site 

 

All trenches from septic tank are 
closed 

Need safety boots, with some staff 
wearing sandals. Not all staff were 
wearing high visibility safety vest 

No First Aid Kit on site 

4. Waste 
management 

Any waste produced on site must be disposed of correctly 
to Tapuhia 

Waste bin to be present on work site to ensure there is no 
littering. 

Yes 18/12 The contractor used household 
waste bin but they have been 
informed that they need to supply 
their own waste bin for construction 
waste. 

5. Noise 
Control 

Minimise sound generated by civil works by use of 
appropriate construction design, equipment and materials 

Where possible, program work such that high noise levels 
occur at times of least impact. I.e. 0700 to 1830 hrs, 
Monday to Saturday only as no work is allowed on Sunday 

Yes 18/12 Neighbors have no concerns re 
noise and they support the 
construction development 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Date 
Checked 

Comments / Actions Required 

Yes/No  

6. Community 
Disruption  

Inform household members of project plans and schedule 
and location of proposed works 

Provide household with phone number/s of ESU members 
to discuss any complaints or concerns 

Ensure good communication is in place, and that 
disruptions to household are minimised 

Yes 18/12 No issue. Household has contact 
numbers to resolve issues as they 
arise. 

7. Health On completion of the facility, provide household members 
with information on maintenance requirements. Ensure 
women and men in the household receive this information. 

Provide households with information on good WASH 
practices – safe storage of water, and good hygiene 
practices. 

N/A 18/12 After construction completion 

 
PHOTOS FROM SITE INSPECTION 
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Photo#1: No Safety Boots Photo #2: No Safety Tape 

 

 
HOUSEHOLD ID: 2 HOUSEHOLD NAME:  ‘ANA SIKA        LOCATION:  KOLOFO’OU 
 

 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Date 
Checked 

Comments / Actions Required 

Yes/No  

1. Contractor 
environmental 
awareness 

Contractor Environmental Management Plan Submitted 

 
 

No 18/12 Contractor has agreed during site 
visit to submitted this document as 
soon as possible 

2. Earthworks Site disturbance to be kept to a minimum, especially 
vegetation clearance 
 
Ensure services are located prior to excavations to avoid 
damage to other service provision infrastructure, and 
disruptions to businesses and households. 
 
Trees or over-hanging branches over the works may be 
removed, but with the view of minimal disturbance to allow 
regrowth after the works period. In cases where the 
vegetation is incompatible with the completed works, trees 
may be removed with the Engineer’s approval 

Cleared and grubbed material may be re-used as backfill – 
prevent as far as possible the loss of topsoil. 
 
Following all works, surface shall be left in a tidy, level and 
uniform condition. 
 
Stockpile of topsoil to be at convenient approved location 
(not causing obstruction for household members, and not 
creating impact through sedimentation or run-off) 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

No 

 

 

 

Yes 

 

N/A 

 

N/A 

18/12 

 

18/12 

 

18/12 

 

 

 

18/12 

All clearance complete 

 

No issue 

 

No trees 

 

 

 

Top soil from excavation of the 
septic tank will be reused for filling 
material 

To be assessed at end of works 

No issue with stockpile location or 
management 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Date 
Checked 

Comments / Actions Required 

Yes/No  

3. Site Safety Any excavations or works areas to be clearly marked so 
that household members stay clear of the works area. Take 
particular care to ensure children are not exposed to risk. 

Minimise time that trenches are left open 

All construction workers to be wearing appropriate shoes 
and high visibility vests. 

First aid kit to be present on site or in site vehicle 

No 

 

No 

 

No 

No 

18/12 

 

18/12 

 

18/12 

18/12 

No safety warning tape on site to 
keep the residence out from the 
construction area.  

Open Septic Tank -  need to cover.  

 

Need improved site safety gear 

No First Aid Kit on site. 

4. Waste 
management 

Any waste produced on site must be disposed of correctly 
to Tapuhia 

Waste bin to be present on work site to ensure there is no 
littering. 

Yes 18/12 The contractor used household 
waste bin but they have been 
informed that they need to supply 
their own waste bin for construction 
waste. 

5. Noise 
Control 

Minimise sound generated by civil works by use of 
appropriate construction design, equipment and materials 

Where possible, program work such that high noise levels 
occur at times of least impact. I.e. 0700 to 1830 hrs, 
Monday to Saturday only as no work is allowed on Sunday 

Yes 

 

Yes 

18/12 

 

18/12 

No Issue. 

 

Work starts at 6:00am and finishes 
by 7:00pm 

6. Community 
Disruption  

Inform household members of project plans and schedule 
and location of proposed works 

Provide household with phone number/s of ESU members 
to discuss any complaints or concerns 

Ensure good communication is in place, and that 
disruptions to household are minimised 

Yes 18/12 No issue. All relevant numbers 
supplied. 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Date 
Checked 

Comments / Actions Required 

Yes/No  

7. Health On completion of the facility, provide household members 
with information on maintenance requirements. Ensure 
women and men in the household receive this information. 

Provide households with information on good WASH 
practices – safe storage of water, and good hygiene 
practices. 

N/A 18/12 After construction complete 

 
PHOTOS FROM SITE INSPECTION 

 

  
Photo#1: Construction Waste & Open Trench Photo #2: No Safety Tape 
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HOUSEHOLD ID: 3 HOUSEHOLD NAME:  SEINI ‘UNUFE        LOCATION:  TOFOA 

 

 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Date 
Checked 

Comments / Actions Required 

Yes/No  

1. Contractor 
environmental 
awareness 

Contractor Environmental Management Plan Submitted 

 
 

No 18/12 Contractor has agreed during site 
visit to submitted this document as 
soon as possible 

2. Earthworks Site disturbance to be kept to a minimum, especially 
vegetation clearance 
 
Ensure services are located prior to excavations to avoid 
damage to other service provision infrastructure, and 
disruptions to businesses and households. 
 
Trees or over-hanging branches over the works may be 
removed, but with the view of minimal disturbance to allow 
regrowth after the works period. In cases where the 
vegetation is incompatible with the completed works, trees 
may be removed with the Engineer’s approval 

Cleared and grubbed material may be re-used as backfill – 
prevent as far as possible the loss of topsoil. 
 
Following all works, surface shall be left in a tidy, level and 
uniform condition. 
 
Stockpile of topsoil to be at convenient approved location 
(not causing obstruction for household members, and not 
creating impact through sedimentation or run-off) 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

No 

 

 

 

Yes 

 

N/A 

 

N/A 

18/12 

 

18/12 

 

18/12 

 

 

 

18/12 

No Issue 

 

All services not affected by the 
construction 

No trees in vicinity 

 

 

 

Top soil from excavation of the 
septic tank will reused for filling 
material 

To be assessed at end of works 

 

Stockpile not causing any issues 

3. Site Safety Any excavations or works areas to be clearly marked so 
that household members stay clear of the works area. Take 
particular care to ensure children are not exposed to risk. 

Minimise time that trenches are left open 

No 

 

No 

18/12 

 

18/12 

No safety warning tape on site to 
keep the residents out from the 
construction area.  
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Date 
Checked 

Comments / Actions Required 

Yes/No  

All construction workers to be wearing appropriate shoes 
and high visibility vests. 

First aid kit to be present on site or in site vehicle 

 

No 

No 

 

18/12 

18/12 

Open Septic Tank needs cover.  

 

Need improved safety gear 

No First Aid Kit on site. 

4. Waste 
management 

Any waste produced on site must be disposed of correctly 
to Tapuhia 

Waste bin to be present on work site to ensure there is no 
littering. 

Yes 18/12 The contractor needs waste bin on 
site 

5. Noise 
Control 

Minimise sound generated by civil works by use of 
appropriate construction design, equipment and materials 

Where possible, program work such that high noise levels 
occur at times of least impact. I.e. 0700 to 1830 hrs, 
Monday to Saturday only as no work is allowed on Sunday 

Yes 

 

Yes 

18/12 

 

18/12 

No Issue. 

 

Work start at 6:00am and finished 
by 7:00pm 

6. Community 
Disruption  

Inform household members of project plans and schedule 
and location of proposed works 

Provide household with phone number/s of ESU members 
to discuss any complaints or concerns 

Ensure good communication is in place, and that 
disruptions to household are minimised 

Yes 18/12 No issue. 

7. Health On completion of the facility, provide household members 
with information on maintenance requirements. Ensure 
women and men in the household receive this information. 

Provide households with information on good WASH 
practices – safe storage of water, and good hygiene 
practices. 

N/A 18/12 After construction completion 
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PHOTOS FROM SITE INSPECTION 

 

 

Photo#1: Construction Waste  Photo #2: Open trenches & No Safety warning tape  

 
HOUSEHOLD ID: 4 HOUSEHOLD NAME:  SAULA VAKAPUNA        LOCATION:  TOFOA 
 

 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Date 
Checked 

Comments / Actions Required 

Yes/No  

1. Contractor 
environmental 
awareness 

Contractor Environmental Management Plan Submitted 

 
 

No 18/12 Contractor has agreed during site 
visit to submitted this document as 
soon as possible 

2. Earthworks Site disturbance to be kept to a minimum, especially 
vegetation clearance 
 
Ensure services are located prior to excavations to avoid 
damage to other service provision infrastructure, and 
disruptions to businesses and households. 
 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

No 

18/12 

 

18/12 

 

18/12 

No Issue 

 

All services were not affected by the 
construction 

No trees in the vicinity 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Date 
Checked 

Comments / Actions Required 

Yes/No  

Trees or over-hanging branches over the works may be 
removed, but with the view of minimal disturbance to allow 
regrowth after the works period. In cases where the 
vegetation is incompatible with the completed works, trees 
may be removed with the Engineer’s approval 

Cleared and grubbed material may be re-used as backfill – 
prevent as far as possible the loss of topsoil. 
 
Following all works, surface shall be left in a tidy, level and 
uniform condition. 
 
Stockpile of topsoil to be at convenient approved location 
(not causing obstruction for household members, and not 
creating impact through sedimentation or run-off) 

 

 

 

Yes 

 

N/A 

 

N/A 

 

 

 

18/12 

 

 

 

Top soil from excavation of the 
septic tank will reused for filling 
material 

To be assessed at end of works 

 

To be assessed at end of works 

No issue with stockpile location or 
management 

3. Site Safety Any excavations or works areas to be clearly marked so 
that household members stay clear of the works area. Take 
particular care to ensure children are not exposed to risk. 

Minimise time that trenches are left open 

All construction workers to be wearing appropriate shoes 
and high visibility vests. 

First aid kit to be present on site or in site vehicle 

No 

 

No 

 

No 

No 

18/12 

 

18/12 

 

18/12 

18/12 

No safety warning tape on site to 
keep the residents out from the 
construction area.  

Open Septic Tank - needs cover.  

 

Need improved safety gear 

No First Aid Kit on site. 

4. Waste 
management 

Any waste produced on site must be disposed of correctly 
to Tapuhia 

Waste bin to be present on work site to ensure there is no 
littering. 

Yes 18/12 The contractor needs waste bin on 
site 

5. Noise 
Control 

Minimise sound generated by civil works by use of 
appropriate construction design, equipment and materials 

Yes 18/12 No Issue. 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Date 
Checked 

Comments / Actions Required 

Yes/No  

Where possible, program work such that high noise levels 
occur at times of least impact. I.e. 0700 to 1830 hrs, 
Monday to Saturday only as no work is allowed on Sunday 

 

Yes 

 

18/12 

 

Work starts at 6:00am and is 
complete by 7:00pm 

6. Community 
Disruption  

Inform household members of project plans and schedule 
and location of proposed works 

Provide household with phone number/s of ESU members 
to discuss any complaints or concerns 

Ensure good communication is in place, and that 
disruptions to household are minimised 

Yes 18/12 No issue. Household has contact 
numbers to resolve issues as they 
arise 

7. Health On completion of the facility, provide household members 
with information on maintenance requirements. Ensure 
women and men in the household receive this information. 

Provide households with information on good WASH 
practices – safe storage of water, and good hygiene 
practices. 

N/A 18/12 After construction completion 
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PHOTOS FROM SITE INSPECTION 

  
Photo#1: Construction Waste  Photo #2: Open trenches & No Safety warning tape  

 
 
 
 
HOUSEHOLD ID: 5 HOUSEHOLD NAME:  SIMIONE LOKETI        LOCATION:  TOFOA 

 

 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Date 
Checked 

Comments / Actions Required 

Yes/No  

1. Contractor 
environmental 
awareness 

Contractor Environmental Management Plan Submitted 

 
 

No 18/12 Contractor has agreed during site 
visit to submitted this document as 
soon as possible 

2. Earthworks Site disturbance to be kept to a minimum, especially 
vegetation clearance 
 

Yes 

 

Yes 

18/12 

 

18/12 

No Issue 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Date 
Checked 

Comments / Actions Required 

Yes/No  

Ensure services are located prior to excavations to avoid 
damage to other service provision infrastructure, and 
disruptions to businesses and households. 
 
Trees or over-hanging branches over the works may be 
removed, but with the view of minimal disturbance to allow 
regrowth after the works period. In cases where the 
vegetation is incompatible with the completed works, trees 
may be removed with the Engineer’s approval 

Cleared and grubbed material may be re-used as backfill – 
prevent as far as possible the loss of topsoil. 
 
Following all works, surface shall be left in a tidy, level and 
uniform condition. 
 
Stockpile of topsoil to be at convenient approved location 
(not causing obstruction for household members, and not 
creating impact through sedimentation or run-off) 

 

No 

 

 

 

Yes 

 

N/A 

 

N/A 

 

18/12 

 

 

 

18/12 

All services were not affected by the 
construction 

No trees in vicinity 

 

 

 

Top soil from excavation of the 
septic tank will reused for filling 
material 

To be assessed at end of works 

 

Stockpile location OK and no issues 
re sedimentation or run-off 

3. Site Safety Any excavations or works areas to be clearly marked so 
that household members stay clear of the works area. Take 
particular care to ensure children are not exposed to risk. 

Minimise time that trenches are left open 

All construction workers to be wearing appropriate shoes 
and high visibility vests. 

First aid kit to be present on site or in site vehicle 

No 

 

No 

 

No 

No 

18/12/19 

 

18/12/19 

 

18/12/19 

18/12/19 

No safety warning tape on site to 
keep the residents out from the 
construction area.  

Open Septic Tank - needs proper 
cover.  

Need improved safety gear 

No First Aid Kit on site. 

4. Waste 
management 

Any waste produced on site must be disposed of correctly 
to Tapuhia 

Yes 18/12/19 The contractor needs waste bin on 
site 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Date 
Checked 

Comments / Actions Required 

Yes/No  

Waste bin to be present on work site to ensure there is no 
littering. 

5. Noise 
Control 

Minimise sound generated by civil works by use of 
appropriate construction design, equipment and materials 

Where possible, program work such that high noise levels 
occur at times of least impact. I.e. 0700 to 1830 hrs, 
Monday to Saturday only as no work is allowed on Sunday 

Yes 

 

Yes 

18/12/19 

 

18/12/19 

No Issue. 

 

Work start at 6:00am and finished 
by 7:00pm 

6. Community 
Disruption  

Inform household members of project plans and schedule 
and location of proposed works 

Provide household with phone number/s of ESU members 
to discuss any complaints or concerns 

Ensure good communication is in place, and that 
disruptions to household are minimised 

Yes 18/12/19 No issue. Household has relevant 
contact numbers 

7. Health On completion of the facility, provide household members 
with information on maintenance requirements. Ensure 
women and men in the household receive this information. 

Provide households with information on good WASH 
practices – safe storage of water, and good hygiene 
practices. 

N/A 18/12/19 After construction completion 

 
PHOTOS FROM SITE INSPECTION 
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Photo#1: Construction Waste  Photo #2: Open trenches & No Safety warning tape  
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HOUSEHOLD ID: 6 HOUSEHOLD NAME:  SELA TANGULU        LOCATION:  KOLOMOTU’A 

 

 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Date 
Checked 

Comments / Actions Required 

Yes/No  

1. Contractor 
environmental 
awareness 

Contractor Environmental Management Plan Submitted 

 
 

No 18/12 Contractor has agreed during site 
visit to submitted this document as 
soon as possible 

2. Earthworks Site disturbance to be kept to a minimum, especially 
vegetation clearance 
 
Ensure services are located prior to excavations to avoid 
damage to other service provision infrastructure, and 
disruptions to businesses and households. 
 
Trees or over-hanging branches over the works may be 
removed, but with the view of minimal disturbance to allow 
regrowth after the works period. In cases where the 
vegetation is incompatible with the completed works, trees 
may be removed with the Engineer’s approval 

Cleared and grubbed material may be re-used as backfill – 
prevent as far as possible the loss of topsoil. 
 
Following all works, surface shall be left in a tidy, level and 
uniform condition. 
 
Stockpile of topsoil to be at convenient approved location 
(not causing obstruction for household members, and not 
creating impact through sedimentation or run-off) 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

No 

 

 

 

Yes 

 

N/A 

 

N/A 

18/12 

 

18/12 

 

18/12 

 

 

 

18/12 

No Issue 

 

All services were not affected by the 
construction 

No trees in the vicinity 

 

 

 

Top soil from excavation of the 
septic tank will be reused for filling 
material 

To be assessed at end of works 

 

No issues with stockpile location 
and management 

3. Site Safety Any excavations or works areas to be clearly marked so 
that household members stay clear of the works area. Take 
particular care to ensure children are not exposed to risk. 

Minimise time that trenches are left open 

No 

 

No 

18/12/19 

 

18/12/19 

No safety warning tape on site to 
keep the residence out from the 
construction area.  
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Date 
Checked 

Comments / Actions Required 

Yes/No  

All construction workers to be wearing appropriate shoes 
and high visibility vests. 

First aid kit to be present on site or in site vehicle 

 

No 

No 

 

18/12/19 

18/12/19 

Open Septic Tank - needs cover.  

Need improved safety gear 

No First Aid Kit on site. 

4. Waste 
management 

Any waste produced on site must be disposed of correctly 
to Tapuhia 

Waste bin to be present on work site to ensure there is no 
littering. 

Yes 18/12/19 The contractor needs waste bin on 
site 

5. Noise 
Control 

Minimise sound generated by civil works by use of 
appropriate construction design, equipment and materials 

Where possible, program work such that high noise levels 
occur at times of least impact. I.e. 0700 to 1830 hrs, 
Monday to Saturday only as no work is allowed on Sunday 

Yes 

 

Yes 

18/12/19 

 

18/12/19 

No Issue. 

 

Work start at 6:00am to 7:00pm 

6. Community 
Disruption  

Inform household members of project plans and schedule 
and location of proposed works 

Provide household with phone number/s of ESU members 
to discuss any complaints or concerns 

Ensure good communication is in place, and that 
disruptions to household are minimised 

Yes 18/12/19 No issue. Household has contact 
numbers 

7. Health On completion of the facility, provide household members 
with information on maintenance requirements. Ensure 
women and men in the household receive this information. 

Provide households with information on good WASH 
practices – safe storage of water, and good hygiene 
practices. 

N/A 18/12/19 After construction completion 
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PHOTOS FROM SITE INSPECTION 

  

Photo#1: Construction Waste  Photo #2: Open Septic Tank & No Safety warning tape  
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ANNEX H – Audit of Construction Contract to Upgrade Teufaiva access, sidewalks, drainage, street lights and signs 
 

TSC-01 – Rehabilitation of Teufaiva Stadium access roads, drainage, sidewalks, streetlights and road signs 

INSPECTION CHECKLIST 

MONTHLY AUDIT #01 

DECEMBER 2018 

 

Date   4/12/18      Auditors Sonia Chirgwin, Suliasi Havea        

CONTRACTOR REPRESENTATIVE Karika Tuake – BB Construction 

 

This contract covers works in 3 locations – St Andrews, Maukisikisi and Pauliasi Roads. The works to be undertaken are similar in all locations, but have different 
users being potentially impacted. As such, there will be separate site inspections for each of the 3 areas. 
 
This audit covers the first area of works at the road improvement near St Andrews. At the time of this audit, this work is 30% complete, and work at the other 
two sites has not commenced. 
 

 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Comments / Actions Required 
Yes/No 

1. Contractor 
environmental 
awareness 

Contractor Environmental Management Plan Submitted 

 
 

No Email sent requesting that this document be 
submitted as soon as possible. 

2. Earthworks Site disturbance to be kept to a minimum, especially 
vegetation clearance 
 
Ensure services are located prior to excavations to avoid 
damage to other service provision infrastructure, and 
disruptions to businesses and households. 
 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

 

Site disturbance minimized 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Comments / Actions Required 
Yes/No 

Trees or over-hanging branches over the works may be 
removed, but with the view of minimal disturbance to allow 
regrowth after the works period. In cases where the 
vegetation is incompatible with the completed works, trees 
may be removed with the Engineer’s approval 

Cleared and grubbed material may be re-used as backfill – 
prevent as far as possible the loss of topsoil. 
 
Following clearing and grubbing of site, surface shall be left in 
a tidy, level and uniform condition, with exposed soil sown with 
grass seed where appropriate. 
 
Stockpile of topsoil to be at convenient approved location (not 
causing obstruction for pedestrians or site users, and not 
creating impact through sedimentation or run-off) 
 

Yes 

 

 

N/A 

 

N/A 

 

N/A 

 

 

 

No topsoil produced – grading of surface only 

 

To be assessed at end of works 

 

To be assessed at end of works 

 

 

3. Site Safety Any excavations or works areas to be clearly marked so that 
site users or pedestrians stay clear of the works area. 

All construction workers to be wearing appropriate shoes 
and high visibility vests. 

First aid kit to be present on site or in site vehicle 

Appropriate PPE to be used during the heating and 
application of gyp-seal hotmix 

Yes 

Yes 

 

Yes 

NA 

 

Warning sign in place. Safety on site is 
appropriate. First aid kit is in main truck. 

 

 

Gyp-seal hotmix process has not started yet 

 

4. Fuel and 
chemicals 

All re-fueling to be done off site with safeguards in place. 

 

 

Ensure bitumen drums are in sound condition, and that spill 
risks are minimized through storage in a bunded area. 

Yes 

 

 

Yes     

Re-fuel tank on site at BB Construction depot. 
This has been approved and meets standards 
for bunding and soakage of spills 
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Comments / Actions Required 
Yes/No 

Filling of bitumen truck to be undertaken in this area, with 
protection measures in place to prevent risk of spillage. 

Left over bitumen product to be returned to storage using the 
above spill precautions, and kerosene used to clean the 
truck to be stored safely for reuse 

 

NA 

 

NA 

Bitumen storage, heating, and filling of truck will 
be undertaken at BB Construction depot in 
bunded area. 

Gyp-seal works have not commenced, but BB 
Construction plan to use facilities at depot and 
follow usual safeguard protocols.  

 

5. Waste 
management 

Any waste produced on site must be disposed of correctly to 
Tapuhia 

Waste bin to be present on work site to ensure there is no 
littering. 

Yes Using a bag on the site truck where waste is 
collected and removed from site to the bins at 
BB Construction depot 

6. Noise 
Control 

Minimise sound generated by civil works by use of 
appropriate construction design, equipment and materials 

Where possible, program work such that high noise levels 
occur at times of least impact. I.e. 0700 to 1830 hrs, Monday 
to Saturday only as no work is allowed on Sunday 

Yes Neighbors are currently experiencing more 
noise from the renovation works at Teufaivia – 
noise in this contract comparatively minor. 
Other neighbor engaged in panel beating 
business. 

7. Dust 
Control 

Use water trucks, when required, to wet areas that generate 
dust 

Restrict construction activities to the minimum possible area 

Stabilise disturbed areas as soon as practicable 

Cover trucks that transport dusty materials 

Yes Water truck in use. No dust issues 

8. Community 
Disruption  

Inform site users of project plans and schedule and location 
of proposed works 

Ensure good communication is in place, and that disruptions 
to site users is minimised 

Yes. But more 
action required 

There are 2 neighbors. One is a Chinese 3 
storey residence and the second is Vaitohi 
Enterprises, which is a mechanical workshop 
and spare parts business. Initial discussions 
have been held.  
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 Action/Mitigation Measure 
Implementation 

Comments / Actions Required 
Yes/No 

Follow up – check that these 2 neighbors are 
aware of schedule and have no current issues. 
Also supply phone number for ESU so they can 
call if there are any issues. 

If at any time the access to the neighbors will 
be restricted, even for a short time, the 
neighbors must be informed. 
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PHOTOS FROM SITE INSPECTION 
 

 
 

 

Photo 1: By Pass Road to St. Andrew Road Access Photo 2: Road Left Hand Side Edge 

 
 

 

Photo 3: Road Surface Center Line  Photo 4: Container Storage on Roadside 
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ANNEX I – Workplace Policies to Improve Gender Equity in Utility Companies 

Policies to Improve Workplace Gender Equity 

Briefing Paper 

 
The following policies are submitted for the Board’s consideration. 

1. Ethical code of conduct; 

2. Flexible working arrangement policy; 

3. Maternity leave policy;  

4. Paternity leave policy; and 

5. Child protection policy and code of conduct 

 

These policies were developed by WAL in association with the NUDSP gender specialist. This briefing paper provides 

some background on each policy, and the advantages in reviewing current policies and supporting the changes. 

 

In the future, WAL would like to encourage more women into non-traditional roles. By creating a policy environment 

that considers the needs or women, we are more likely to attract and retain women staff within the WAL team. 

 

1. Ethical Code of Conduct 

This policy, which has been translated into Tongan, is for all workers to sign. It is largely common sense, but provides 

a strong basis for disciplinary action if staff break these basic ethical rules. This includes honesty, treating customers 

with respect, and respecting property. Whilst it does not specifically mention sexual harassment, this would be against 

the code of conduct as it is not respectful. 

 

2. Flexible Working Arrangement Policy 

This policy is aimed at achieving a better work life balance, and reducing stress. By allowing employees to work more 

flexibly, this makes the roles more attractive for women, who are often juggling many competing needs. It also is an 

excellent way to retain skilled women, particularly when they have childcare responsibilities. Women tend to work 

very hard in workplaces that understand their non-work demands and make things possible for them. However, the 

policy also puts the needs of the organization at the centre, with arrangements only approved if there is no significant 

loss in productivity or increase in costs. It also allows for proposed arrangements to be trialed.  

 

3. Maternity Leave Policy 

This policy supports women at the time of childbirth, giving adequate paid leave (4 weeks) along with the provision of 

additional unpaid maternity leave for 4 weeks. The policy provides standard clauses around length of service 

requirements, but makes it a workplace that supports women, and therefore retains skilled women in the workplace.  

 

4. Paternity Leave Policy 

This policy supports fathers by allowing them 1 week of paid paternity leave that can be taken anytime within 6 month 

of a child’s birth. It recognizes the role of men within families, and provides a further support mechanism for women.  

 

5. Child protection policy and code of conduct 

The aim of this policy is to bring WAL into compliance with donor requirements. Having a workplace child protection 

policy is a pre-requisite to receive funding from Australian aid. The attached policy and code of conduct for each 

employee to sign contain the standard clauses as required by DFAT. 
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Code of Ethical Conduct 

 

 
I,  ______________________________________________________________  

(print name) 

 

acknowledge that I have read and understand the Waste Authority Limited (WAL) Code of Ethical Conduct and agree 

that in the course of my association with WAL, I must abide by the following for the benefit of WAL and the Kingdom 

of Tonga: 

 

‘Oku mahu’inga ma’u pe ke tau ngaue’aki ha ulungaanga ‘oku lelei mo taau ke tokoni ki he mo’ui lelei fakafo’ituitui ‘a 

e kau ngaue mo e potungaue fakakatoa. 

 

‘E makatu’unga ‘a e hoko ‘a e ‘ulungaanga taau mo lelei ko ha kaveinga tefito ‘o e Poate Vai ‘o Tonga ‘o kapau te tau 

fakahoko mo ngaue’aki ‘a e ngaahi tu’utu’uni ko’eni: 

 

Kasitoma 

1. Ngaue’aki ha founga ‘oku taau mo fakapotopoto ‘i hono tokangaekina e kau Kasitoma. 

(We are fair and considerate in our treatment of customers.) 

 

Va Fakangaue 

2. Faitotonu mo falala’anga ‘i hotau ngaahi va fakangaue 

(We are honest and trustworthy in all our work relationships) 

 

Fakahoko Fatongia  

3. Falala’anga ‘I hono fakahoko ha fa’ahinga ngaue ‘oku fiema’u 

(We are reliable in carrying out assigned duties) 

 

Lea mo e Tohi 

4. Ngaue’aki ‘a e mo’oni moe totonu ‘i he’etau lea mo e tohi 

(We are truthful and accurate in what we say and write) 

 

Lao mo e Tu’utu’uni 

5. Tauhi ‘a e ngaahi lao mo e tu’utu’uni fakangaue kotoa pe ‘a e Poate 

(We are law abiding in all our activities) 

 

Fatongia Ngaue 

6. Fakahoko hotau fatongia’aki hotau lelei taha pea ki hono fakatupulekina ‘o e tu’unga lelei ‘o e mo’ui ‘i he 

mamani ‘oku tau nonofo ai. 

(We perform our responsibilities to the best of our ability and for the improvement of the quality of life in the world 

which we live in) 

 

Koloa ‘a e Poate  

7. Ngaue fakapotopoto’aki ‘a e ngaahi koloa ‘a e Poate 

(We are economical in utilizing our resources) 

 

Tu’utu’uni mo e 

8. Faka’apa’apa mo taliangi ki he ngaahi tu’utu’uni mo e kaveinga ngaue kotoa ‘a e Pule’anga Tonga.  

(We are loyal and respectful of all Government’s decisions and actions)  

 

Kaveinga Ngaue‘a e Pule’anga  
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Fakatokanga’I ange koe Pule Lahi pe ‘a e Poate (CEO) kuo fakamafai’i ke ne fakafofonga’i ‘a e Poate ‘I hotau va moe 

kakai ‘o kau ai hono tufaki mo tukuange ha fa’ahinga fakamatala fekau’aki moe Poate ‘i he letio, televisone moe 

nusipepa. 

 

‘E hoko ‘a e Poate Vai ‘o Tonga ko ha fa’ifa’itaki’anga mo ha laukau’anga ‘o kapau te tau loto’aki mo Ngaue fakataha ‘i 

hono patoloaki ‘a e ‘ulungaanga ‘oku taau mo lelei he taimi kotoa. 

 

In signing this Code of Conduct I understand that the duty is on me, as a person associated with WAL, to use common 

sense and avoid actions or behaviours that could be understood to be a breach of this Code of Conduct.  

 

I understand that if I observe breaches of the Code of Conduct in other co-workers I have a duty to report my concerns 

to Management, in order to maintain the integrity of WAL. 

 

I understand that a breach of this Code of Conduct could result in disciplinary action. If a breach is deemed gross 

misconduct, this could result in immediate dismissal and/or referral to relevant authorities for prosecution, depending 

on the severity of the breach. 

 

 

Signed: ______________________________________ Date: _____________________________ 
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Flexible Working Arrangements Policy 

 

1. WAL recognises that a better work-life balance can improve employee motivation, 

performance and productivity, and reduce stress. Therefore WAL wants to support its 

employees achieve a better balance between work and their other priorities, such as caring 

responsibilities, leisure activities, further learning and other interests. WAL is committed to 

agreeing to flexible working arrangements, provided that the needs and objectives of both 

the organisation and the employee can be met.  

2.  

3. It is WAL’s policy to encourage open discussion with employees. An employee that 

thinks they may benefit from flexible working is encouraged to contact their Manager to 

arrange an informal discussion to talk about the options. 

 

4. What is flexible working? 

 

Flexible working is any type of working arrangement that gives some degree of flexibility on 

how long, where and when an employee works.  

 

The following flexible working options are considered to be the typical arrangements that 

employees will request but the organisation recognises that there may be alternatives or a 

combination of options which are suitable to both the organisation and the employee: 

• Annualised hours 

• Compressed hours 

• Flexitime 

• Home-working 

• Job-sharing 

• Part-time working 

• Term-time working 

 

5. Types of flexible working 

6.  
• Annualised hours where an employee's contractual working hours are calculated as 

the total number of hours to be worked over the year, allowing flexible working 

patterns to be worked throughout the year. 

 

Usually the hours will be divided into rostered hours, which are set, and unallocated 

hours, when an employee can be called into work as demand dictates (and to cover 

unplanned work and employee absence). Payment will be in 12 equal instalments 

(although arrangements may be permitted where the pay for the work actually done is 

in the period to which the payment relates) 

 

• Compressed hours is where an employee works their usual full time hours in fewer 

days by working longer blocks meaning that there is no reduction in their pay. For 

example, a five-day week is compressed into four days, or a 10-day fortnight into nine 

days 

 

• Flexitime allows an employee to choose, within certain limits, when to begin and end 

work. An employee is required to work during a core time and must work an agreed 

number of hours during the accounting period. Their hours of attendance will be 

recorded and added up at the end of each accounting period. An employee can carry 

over an excess of up to 16 hours or a deficit of up to 16 hours from one accounting 

period to another. A deficit of hours should be made up in the following accounting 
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period. Excess hours may be used to either reduce attendance outside of core hours 

or, take additional leave (flexi-leave), subject to a maximum of 2 full days in any 

accounting period. Additional leave should be requested and agreed with the 

employee’s line manager in the same way as annual leave 

 

• Home-working is when an employee regularly carries out or part of, their duties from 

home rather than the employer’s premises. The organisation can consider home-

working being an occasional agreed day, a mix of home and office based work each 

week or a full time arrangement. 

 

• Job-sharing is an arrangement where a full-time post is divided into two part-time 

roles. The two job holders then share the overall duties and responsibilities. Their skills 

and the hours each employee wishes to work must be compatible, and meet the needs 

of the organisation. Pay and benefits are shared in proportion to the hours each works. 

Job sharing can be considered where the creation of a single part-time post is difficult, 

or where two individuals wish to work part-time. The suitability of posts for job-sharing 

will be stated in any internal or external advertisements 

 

• Part-time working covers any arrangement where an employee is contracted to work 

anything less than typical full time hours for the type of work in question. For example, 

an employee who only works Monday to Wednesday. The organisation believes that all 

posts will be available on a part-time basis, except where a critical examination by line 

management proves this to be impracticable. The suitability of posts for part-time 

working will be stated in any internal or external advertisements 

 

• Term-time working is where an employee reduces their hours or takes time off 

during any school holidays. Any weeks above their annual leave entitlement will be 

unpaid. Salary can be paid in 12 equal monthly instalments (although arrangements 

may be permitted where an employee is only paid for the time worked and receive no 

pay during the holidays apart from their entitlement to annual leave)  

 

The needs of the organisation 

 

The organisation is committed to providing a range of appropriate working patterns. However 

employees and management need to be realistic and to recognise that not all flexible working 

options will be appropriate for all roles.  

 

Where a flexible working arrangement is proposed the organisation will need to take into 

account a number of criteria including (but not limited to) the following: 

• the costs associated with the proposed arrangement 

• the effect of the proposed arrangement on other staff 

• the need for, and effect on, supervision 

• the existing structure of the department 

• the availability of staff resources 

• details of the tasks specific to the role 

• the workload of the role 

• whether it is a request for a reasonable adjustment related to a disability 

• health and safety issues 

 

Eligibility  
 

Any employee with at least 26 weeks of employment service can request flexible working 

arrangements.  
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7. Submitting a flexible working request 

An eligible employee is entitled to submit one flexible working request in a twelve month 

period. 

All requests must be made by letter. Any request made must include: 

• the date of the application 

• the changes that the employee is seeking to their terms and conditions 

• why the employees needs this change in working arrangement 

• the date from when the employee would like the proposed change to come into effect 

• what effect the employee thinks the requested change would have on the organisation 

• how, in their view, any such effect could be dealt with. 

 
Meetings regarding flexible working 

 

8. Upon receiving a written request for flexible working the Manager will usually seek to 

arrange a meeting with the employee to:  

• discuss the request 

• find out more about the proposed working arrangements 

• how it could be of benefit to both the employee and organisation 

If a meeting is arranged it will be held within 28 days of the organisation receiving the 

request. This time limit may be extended with the agreement of both the employee and the 

Manager. 

The employee will be given advance notice of the time, date and place of the meeting. If the 

initial date is problematic then one further date will be proposed. If a face to face meeting is 

difficult to arrange then, if agreed by the employee and the Manager the meeting may be held 

over the telephone.  

9.  

10. If the employee fails to attend a meeting and then fails to attend a rearranged meeting 

without good reason, their application will be deemed to have been withdrawn.  

Where a request can, without further discussion, be approved as stated in the employee's 

written application a meeting to discuss the request may not be necessary. The employee will 

be informed of the organisation’s agreement to the request by a confirmation letter within 28 

days of the organisation receiving the request. This time limit may be extended with the 

agreement of both the employee and the Manager.  

Responding to a flexible working request 

The Manager will consider the proposed flexible working arrangements, looking at the 

potential benefits, and adverse affects, to the employee and to the organisation in 

implementing the proposed changes.  

Each request will be considered on a case-by-case basis. Agreeing to one request will not set 

a precedent or create the right for another employee to be granted a similar change to their 

working pattern. 

The employee will be informed in writing of the organisation’s decision as soon as is 

reasonably practicable, but no later than 14 days after the meeting.  
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The request may be granted in full, in part or refused. The organisation may propose a 

modified version of the request, the request may be granted on a temporary basis, or the 

employee may be asked to try the flexible working arrangement for a trial period. If the 

request is agreed then the employee will be sent a confirmation letter that will include details 

of the new arrangements. The employee should contact their Manager within 14 days if they 

wish to discuss the new arrangements further, or have any concerns. 

Trialling new working arrangements 

 

Where there is some uncertainty about whether the flexible working arrangement is practicable 

for an employee and/or the organisation a trial period may be agreed. If a trial period is 

arranged the organisation will allow sufficient time for an employee and their manager to 

implement and become used to the new working practices before taking any decisions on the 

viability of a new arrangement. 

 

Where a trial period has been arranged the organisation will provide the employee with a 

document that details their new working pattern and makes clear that it is only a temporary 

variation to the terms of the employee's contract. The employee will be informed in writing of 

the start and end dates of the trial period (although the organisation may reduce or lengthen 

the trial period where necessary with the agreement of the employee). The organisation will 

reserve the right, at the end of the agreed trial period, to require the employee to revert to 

their previous working arrangement. 
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Maternity Leave Policy 

 

Purpose: The Waste Authority Limited believes that women should be strategically supported within their workplace 

during pregnancy and after birth. 

 

Organisational Scope: This policy shall apply to all Company female staff. 

 

7.5.1. A female employee who expects to give birth to a child is entitled to paid maternity leave (based upon her length 

of service) for a period of 4 consecutive weeks, and is entitled to unpaid maternity leave for a period of another 4 

consecutive weeks.  

 

7.5.2. Access to the paid component of maternity leave increases according to length of service, and must reflect the 

hours of work normally performed by the employee prior to the current pregnancy. 

 

• Less than one full year of service - 40 % of salary. 

• After one full year of service - 60 % of salary. 

• After two full years of service – 80 % of salary. 

• After three full years of service - 100 % of salary. 

 

7.5.3. The employee must provide WAL with a certificate from a registered medical practitioner or registered nurse 

confirming the pregnancy and specifying the expected date of delivery of a child. 

 

7.5.2. WAL and a female employee may agree to a longer period of maternity leave, or that a longer period of maternity 

leave can be paid at a pro-rata amount.  

 

7.5.3. A female employee may take maternity leave at any time before or after the birth of a child, provided that at 

least 3 weeks of the leave is taken after the birth of a child.  

 

7.5.4. A female employee who returns to her employment after maternity leave will be appointed to at least the same 

or equivalent position held prior to accessing maternity leave, without any loss of salary, wages, benefits or seniority. 

 

7.5.5. For the purposes of nursing a child during working hours, WAL shall allow a female employee nursing breaks of 

half an hour for every three hours worked where a child is aged up to 12 months. Nursing breaks shall be counted as 

hours worked for the purposes of calculating an employee’s remuneration. 

 

7.5.6. A female employee who has a miscarriage during the third trimester of pregnancy or bears a stillborn child is 

entitled to the full four weeks maternity leave after the miscarriage or stillbirth, whether or not the employee had 

commenced maternity leave at the time of the miscarriage or stillbirth. 
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Paternity Leave Policy 

 

Purpose: The Waste Authority Limited believes that fathers should be strategically supported within their workplace 

after the birth of their children. 

 

Organisational Scope: This policy shall apply to all Company male staff. 

 

A male employee whose partner gives birth is entitled to paid paternity leave for a period of 1 week.  

 

WAL and a male employee may agree to a longer period of unpaid paternity leave. 

 

This leave may be taken at any point, subject to negotiation, within the first 6 months of the birth of a child. 
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Child Protection Policy 

 
The Waste Authority Limited has zero tolerance of child exploitation and abuse, and believes that all children deserve 

a safe childhood. 

 

In order to limit child abuse in Tonga, we must all share responsibility for child protection. 

 

• Staff who have contact with children as part of their work are required to have criminal record checks. 

• Staff who have contact with children as part of their work are required to sign a Child Protection Code of 

Conduct. 

• Staff are made aware during induction processes and training of how to report concerns or allegations about 

child exploitation or abuse. 

• Staff are made aware that anyone can be a danger to children, and that this could be Tongan citizens, or 

non-Tongan workers or volunteers. 

• Staff are encouraged to report any concerns or allegations about child abuse or exploitation that they may 

encounter both within and outside the work environment to the relevant Tongan authorities. 

 

Reporting Procedures 

Information required: 

• Date of incident(s) 

• Name of organisation(s) involved 

• Alleged offender(s) name, nationality, occupation 

• Details of alleged incident 

 

Choose from any of the following senior management team and report the concerns or allegations as soon as possible: 

• Administration Manager 

• Finance Manager 

• Operations Manager 

• Chief Executive Officer 

 

Reports on suspected child exploitation and abuse can also be made directly to: 

Child Protection Compliance Section, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Australian Government 

Email: childprotection@dfat.gov.au.  

Telephone: +61 2 6178 510 

 

Information required: 

• Date of incident(s) 

• Name of organisation(s) involved 

• Alleged offender(s) name, nationality, occupation 

• Details of alleged incident 

• Whether local law enforcement authorities have been informed 

• Whether the Australian Federal Police have been informed 

• Details of what the organisation proposes to do (if you know) 

• All information provided to the Child Protection Compliance Section will be treated confidentially.  
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Child Protection Code of Conduct 

 
I,  __________________________________________________  

(print name) 

 

acknowledge that I have read and understand the Waste Authority Limited (WAL) Child Protection Policy and agree 

that in the course of my association with WAL, I must: 

• treat children with respect regardless of race, colour, gender, language, religion, political or other opinion, 

national, ethnic or social origin, property, disability, birth or other status 

• not use language or behaviour towards children that is inappropriate, harassing, abusive, sexually 

provocative, demeaning or culturally inappropriate 

• not engage children under the age of 18 in any form of sexual intercourse or sexual activity, including paying 

for sexual services or acts 

• wherever possible, ensure that another adult is present when working in the proximity of children 

• not invite unaccompanied children into my home, unless they are at immediate risk of injury or in physical 

danger 

• not sleep close to unsupervised children unless absolutely necessary, in which case I must obtain my 

supervisor’s permission, and ensure that another adult is present if possible 

• use any computers, mobile phones, video cameras, cameras or social media appropriately, and never to 

exploit or harass children or access child exploitation material through any medium 

• not use physical punishment on children 

• not hire children for domestic or other labour which is inappropriate given their age or developmental stage, 

which interferes with their time available for education and recreational activities, or which places them at 

significant risk of injury 

• comply with all relevant laws and legislation, including labour laws in relation to child labour 

• immediately report concerns or allegations of child exploitation and abuse and policy non-compliance in 

accordance with appropriate procedures 

• immediately disclose all charges, convictions and other outcomes of an offence, which occurred before or 

occurs during my association with WAL that relate to child exploitation and abuse. 

 

When photographing or filming a child or using children’s images for work-related purposes, I must: 

• assess and endeavour to comply with local traditions or restrictions for reproducing personal images before 

photographing or filming a child 

• obtain informed consent from the child and parent or guardian of the child before photographing or filming 

a child. As part of this I must explain how the photograph or film will be used 

• ensure photographs, films, videos and DVDs present children in a dignified and respectful manner and not in 

a vulnerable or submissive manner. Children should be adequately clothed and not in poses that could be 

seen as sexually suggestive 

• ensure images are honest representations of the context and the facts 

• ensure file labels, meta data or text descriptions do not reveal identifying information about a child when 

sending images electronically or publishing images in any form. 

 

I understand that the duty is on me, as a person associated with WAL, to use common sense and avoid actions or 

behaviours that could be understood to be child exploitation and abuse. I understand that failure to abide by this Code 

of Conduct could result in disciplinary action, immediate dismissal and/or referral to relevant authorities for 

prosecution, depending on the severity of the breach. 

 

Signed:       Date: 

 

 


